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Lightweight Links Unit at Transmission's Warwick Headquarters.
Two of these units were project managed by Transmission for North
Region, and are now in service with Lee& and Newcastle.

OVERVIEW
1992 provided several important Engineering milestones.
In April we received the Queen's Award for the development of NICAM 728 the digital stereo sound system for television. This is the fifth Queen's
Award for technological achievement received by BBC Engineering over a
period of 23 years, a remarkable tribute to our research and design teams.
NICAM 728 and Teletext, one of our other award winners, arguably
represent the two most important technical innovations in Television since
the introduction of colour.
A few weeks ago, on 17 December, the number of our UHF television
transmitting stations reached the grand total of 1000, with the opening of
Darley Dale in Derbyshire. It has been a long trek, from 1964 to 1992, but
one that has given the UK the best terrestrial UHF television transmitter
network in the world. The UK UHF television transmitter network is a
tribute to the the way that co-operation between engineers, first between the
BBC and the IBA, and latterly between the BBC and NTL, can transcend
competitive barriers in the pursuit of engineering excellence.
Finally, initial views on the future of broadcasting in the late nineties and
beyond have been published in the Government's Green Paper and the
BBC's Extending Choice. Engineering will have a decisive part to play in
that future - the interview with Heritage Secretary Peter Brooke, published
in Ariel, Week 48, is illuminating in this respect and required reading for all
BBC engineers. I believe that we can look forward to the h t u r e with a
degree of confidence, based on the solid achievements of the past and the
experience being gained at present.

TRANSMISSION
Approval was received during the course of the
year for the replacement of five Monitoring and
Information Centres by a single Transmission
Operations Centre, located a t Warwick, that is
expected to be fully operational by mid-1995.

--

Transmission Operations that is now being
implemented. The area concept has been
replaced by eleven Maintenance Bases, each
headed by an Engineer-in-Charge reporting
directly to Warwick Headquarters. All Network
Operational Services have
been centralised in a new
H e a d q u a r t e r s Group
based at Warwick (the
Group will ultimately
assume responsibility for
the Transmission
Operations Centre) while
all supporting Module
Maintenance, Mechanical
Maintenance, and Stores
and Supply Services are
being centralised at
Daventry. The changes
will result in a reduction
of some 200 staff during
the next two and a half
years.
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Daventry's role as a
transmitting station came
to a n end after nearly 70
years on 31 March 1992.
The station had played a
notable part in the
As part of the ratiomlisation of maintenance areas in the north of Scotland, a
Corporation's history,
purpose-built Maintenance Base has beenprovlded at Inverness. It was opened on
host to a long
and
2 December 1992, and will house the new Inverness team whose area responsibilities
l
i
s
t
of
technological
take in the old Thrumster, Lerwick, Gairloch, Fort William, Rosemarkie, and
Meldrum maintenance bases.
developments. Daventry
District Council and
Northamptonshire County
Council are considering
The single centre and allied methods of working
the possibility of including these developments
in a Heritage Centre that they hope to locate on
have prompted the introduction of a rahcally
different organisational structure within
the Borough Hill site, which, in addition to

accommodating the BBC for some 70 years, has
previously been home to Bronze Age, Stone Age,
and Roman settlements.
P

T

Re-engineering of the television transmitter
networks is proceeding rather more slowly than
originally
beEause of the limitations on
the availability of capital.
7 A further two main
stations - Durris and
Divis - have been reengineered, as were ten of
the 200 W relay stations,
and an additional BBC2
(Scotland) transmitter
was installed a t Sandale
to provide this service to
some 130,000 people in
the Solway Firth area.

E n d of an era.. the Daventry m a s t s c o m e down.

Turning back to today's
technology, the FM reengineering and FM
development programmes
proceed apace and it is
now anticipated that
Radio 1, 2, 3, and 4 FM
services will all be
available to over 98% of
the population by the end
of March 1994. It is a
magnificent achievement
t h a t reflects t h e
professionalism a n d
commitment of the staff
involved: it also owes
much to the foresight of
those responsible for the
original planning of the
FM re-engineering programme in anticipating
t h e Corporation's
requirement to transfer
all Network Radio
services on to FM, and
making provision in the
d e sign f 0r th i s
r e q u i r em en t t 0 be
accommodated.

.

Television stereo sound is
now available to 78% of
the UK population, and a
collaborative venture with
Development Group has
resulted in a method of
modifying existing
transmitter installations
to provide the stereo

Opening of the 1,000th UHF station at Darley Dale in Derbyshim.
Left to right: Mike Salmon, EiC Holme Moss; Ivor Tupper, retired Head of Transmitter
Technical Services Section, who switched on the transmitters; Bert Gallon, ChiefEngineer
Transmission & Project Services; Eric Mitchell, Senior Project Engineer, UHF Television
Developments; and Mrs Judith Twigg, Chairman of Derbyshire Dales District Council.

sound service in advance of the re-engineering
programme.
Overall coverage of the BBCl and BBC2
services has been increased with the adhtion of
a further 24 relay stations: the last of these, a t
Darley Dale in Derbyshire, became the 1,000th
television transmitting station in the BBC
network when it opened on 17 December 1992.
A total of 33 new sites were acquired during
1992 of which 17 are for television relay
stations, 13 for FM relay stations, two for link
sites, and one for a new radio car base. Work is
in progress on the acquisition of a further 41
sites for the FM relay programme.
Dynamic Carrier Control was applied t o the
Radio 5 MI? network, resulting in energy
savings of some 20%, and similar techniques
are being introduced a t Rampisham. Optimods
have now been installed a t all transmitting
stations carrying World Service programmes,
resulting in significant improvements to
audibility in relation to the previous
arrangements whereby processing was
undertaken a t source.
A number of new radio link facilities and
remotely controlled masthead reception
facilities were provided, Leeds and Newcastle
were supplied with fast response vehicles, a
fourth ll-metre antenna was provided for the
Monitoring Service at Crowsley Park, and the
transfer of Parliamentary Broadcasting facilities
to 7 Millbank was completed during the
summer recess. A trial CENTREX telephony
service was introduced at Wood Norton; a
broadcast quality sound circuit, three telephone
lines and four computer terminals were
provided for the Earth Summit in Rio; and a
variety of office automation, local area network,
and telecommunications link projects were
completed.
Power Systems Section have been particularly
active in completing the work associated with
the 'Powerline' project in London's Broadcasting
House which included installation and
commissioning of a 500 kVA bulk UPS and two
additional 750 kW standby diesel generators,
and the re-engmeering of HV substation No 1 in
Television Centre and the addition of a 450 kW
diesel generator to provide maintained supplies
in conjunction with the 500 kVA UPS installed
last year. IYork continued on the replacement
and improvements associated with the
.4scension Island utilities services, the M F
transmitting Station on the island of

Montserrat in the Caribbean was rehabilitated
following the damage suffered as a result of
Hurricane Hugo, and standby generators were
installed a t the FM transmitting stations
serving Radio Surrey, Radio Suffolk, and BBC
CWR.
Transmission's commercial business increased
in all areas of activity - site sharing,
maintenance, consultancy a n d project
management - and in addition to providmg
very useful income for the ongoing Service and
Maintenance Agreements the INRl and INR2
contracts both provided a substantial amount
of project work.
The anticipated impact of Producer Choice, the
outcome of the various Resource studies and the
impending completion of some major long term
study projects prompted a review of
Transmission Engineering's organisational and
staffing requirements. A new structure has been
introduced in which the Corporate Projects
Group is replaced by a new group responsible
for Broadcast Network, Data Network,
Telephony Network, a n d Information
Technology projects, with Transmitter Projects
Group being responsible for Antenna, Power
Systems, and Transmitter Systems Projects.
Staffing levels are expected to reduce by the
order of 100 during the next two to three years.

ENGINEERING INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
A significant element of the work of
Engineering Information Technology was again
devoted to the development of EMIAS, the
principal system used to monitor and control
the Corporation's Capital Budget and the
Engineering Directorate Operating Budget.
Particular attention has been paid to the
requirements of Producer Choice, the need to
provide a n improved service to users a t lower
costs, the introduction of Monthly Accounting
for Capital, automation of Control Creditor
arrangements, and the provision of software
that enables system users in the Output
Directorates to produce reports locally using
downloaded data from the monthly E M U S
Schemes Schedule.
Other work undertaken during the year
included the development of the Circuit Booking
Information System (CBIS), which will be used
by Engineering, Network Radio, Network

Television, News & Current. IVTairs and the
Regions; the PACT system, for Corporate
h
Purchasing; CARAS System Phase I, w h ~ will
be used in the management of the recruitment
of technical and operational staff; a new
management system for bills received from BT
and Mercury; and the feasibility study for the
central IT systems required for the new
Transmission Operations Centre.
In common with other departments within
Engineering Directorate, Engineering
Informatian Technology are increasingly dealing
with clients and suppliers who are working to
Quality Assurance standards, and are
themselves working towards accreditation for
I S 0 9001.

CORPORATE
COMMUNICATIONS
Corporate Communications have continued to
undertake their principal roles of arranging the
circuit bookings and providing the related
administrative services associated with
permanent and temporary terrestrial and
satellite circuits used by the BBC for vision
sound, speech and data; operating a cost
recovery system for permanent circuits leased
by the Corporation on an occasional basis;
auditing the use of circuits and identifying
potential opportunities for reducing costs; coordinating spectrum planning in the
management of ancillary frequencies and
ensuring that optimum use is made of the
ancillary frequency spectrum available to the
BBC through the Broadcasters Joint Frequency
Management Group.
Corporate-Communicationshave also continued
to meet the demand for specialist advice within
the Corporation on matters relating to
telecommunications licensing and regulation.
Specific assistance has been provided in dealing
with BT, Mercury, a n d other
telecommunications providers. Corporate
Communications' efforts during the last 12
m o n t h s h a v e r e d u c e d t h e BBC's
telecommunications costs by some •’2m.

BUILDING DESIGN AND
MANAGEMENT SERVICES
BDMS was formed during 1992 to provide a
service ranging from specidst advice,
feasibility studies and cost planning to total
responsibility for the design, construction and
subsequent management of buildings for
broadcasting.
The principal activities within BDMS are
building design, environmental services, and
facilities management - and a variety of work
has been handled within each group during our
first year of 'trading'.
Designs have been produced for new building
work at Television Centre, Broadcasting House,
and Kingswood Warren. Each of these
developments will allow further rationalisation
of BBC accommodation and increased
operational efficiency. A new Club and Welfare
Block has been designed and is currently under
construction a t Woodlands.
Reorganisation and upgrading of the interior of
Broadcasting House continues. This year saw
the successful completion of thirteen phases of
the Top Deck project within a two year contract
period.
All professional disciplines within BDMS
combined to achieve full occupation of the White
City building in September 1992. This signalled
the completion of a two year facilities
management exercise dating back to practical
completion of the building in September 1990.
Feasibility services provided by BDMS have
extended from Bristol site rationalisation to the
BH '92 exhibition to a development within the

central courtyard at Television Centre for
additional offices.
In addition to the building services installations
within new-build and refurbishment projects,
the Environmental Services Group meets an
increasing demand for professional consultancy
on Health and Safety matters such as water
audits, catering equipment, lifts and 'green'
issues.

BROADCASTING HOUSE,
LONDON
Top Deck Refurbishment

The work comprised the complete internal
refurbishment of offices, studios and ancillary
areas on the f A h , sixth, seventh and eighth
floors of Broadcasting House, London, as a
design and implementation package by BDMS.
The site area of 5,418 square metres was
refurbished in 13 phases between June 1990
and May 1992, under a Management Contract
a t a total approximate cost of •’6,150,000,
including new heating, comfort cooling,
electrical services, partitioning, office furniture,
carpets etc.
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New Extension ( B m

Basement Studios
The basement studio area in Broadcasting
House is being refurbished to produce a modern
radio production complex t o serve Radio's needs
into the next century. The cost of building
works and services is approximately 21.2m.
Work started on site in August 1992 for
completion in July 1993.

Model of new Extension to Broadcasting House

The new extension to Broadcasting House is to
be sited on the existing car park in Duchess
Street. It is a seven-storey Portland stone and
granite clad building comprising offices for
Radio production staff and the Gramophone
Library, totalling 2836 square metres net area.
Start on site is 4 January 1993,
with
completion of the shell and core by April 1994,
and the fit-out by September 1994.

-

BH '92 The Radio Show
An eight-week static exhibition in Broadcasting
House Entrance Hall and the East corridor,
together
with a marquee full of active
demonstrations and 'son et lumikre' in the
Concert Hall, made up the BH '92 celebration.
It was to commemorate the sixtieth anniversary
of BH and the seventieth anniversary of BBC
Ra&o. Building Design Group of BDMS
obtained all consents and designed the shop and
canopy.

Basement Studios Layout

DAVENTRY
P r h a q v Heat Source Replacement
Decommissioning of transmitters a t Daventry
necessitated replacement of the existing heat
recovery plant used for domestic heating. The
costs of supplying a new gas main were
prohibitive, and a review of alternative fuel
sources favoured liquid petroleum gas (LPG).
Four 4000 litre (2 tonne) LPG tanks, linked by
a distribution manifold, have been installed and

commissioned t o serve two, new, automatic,
computer-controlled boilers.

the plant rooms in Stage V, the Spur and
proposed Stage VI development.

Stage V1: Television Centre
Stage VI comprises a new bi-media News and
Current Affairs centre, a new Television
reception area, audience handling facilities and
BBC Club. It will transform the appearance of
Televison Centre from Wood Lane, and present
a more efficient and friendly public face to
visitors and audiences. Planning permission has
been applied for and, subject to financial
approval, work is due to start on site in
autumn 1993.

Strong RF fields dictated strict safety
precautions. The tanks and pipeworks are fully
earthed including connections to the lightning
protection system on the site. A leak detection
system, with 24 hour battery back-up to
maintain protection during electrical power
failure, has been provided, together with
emergency knock-off buttons, all linked to the
building fire alarm system, to isolate the LPG
supply when required.
Model of Stage VZ as viewed from Centre House

TELEVISION CENTRE,
LONDON

VTArea1
Plans for Studio Production Resources new
service centre were submitted for planning
approval in December 1992.

Stage V: Second Chiller Installation
Detailed planning for the second chiller started
some seven years ago when provision was made
for the additional plant room space, access
arrangements, and pipework connections that
would be required.
A mobile crane lowered the new chiller, which
weighs 9.3 tonne net (11 tonne in operation)
with an overall size of 5.6 m x 1.1 m x 3.5 m,
through the existing access hatch in the po&urn
paving, down to the chiller plant room below,
without disrupting existing services.
I

The chiller, manufactured by Sulzer Bros Ltd,
uses a 500 kW electric motor to drive a turbocompressor rotating a t 17,500 rpm, and
develops a cooling capacity of 2.1 MW. The
chilled water it produces is circulated by pumps
to air conditioning cooler batteries in each of

.
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GLaxed Roof Light over new Service Centre

The scheme, providing 1300 square metres of
offices, involves the conversion of the basement
area beneath the central courtyard and will
provide the clients with the opportunity to fully
integrate their activities into one location. The

key element of the design will be a new glazed
structural roof light transforming and providing
daylight to the central area.

WOODLANDS
Welfare Facilities
Work began on this building in April 1992 and
it will be completed, in readmess for equipping,
a t Easter 1993. The accommodation includes a
large Multisports Hall (four Badminton Courts,
Netball, Five-a-Side, etc.) three Squash Courts,
Gym, Sprung Floor Halls, Catering Areas and
Meeting Rooms, together with Changing Rooms,
Showers, etc. The provision of these facilities is
an implicit requirement of the Local Authority,
in granting planning consent for further phases
of the White City Development. It is anticipated
that the BBC Club will be responsible for the
operation of this building.

NETWORK TELEVISION
TELEVISION CENTRE STAGE V

beginning of 1992, bringing the new Post
Production Centre into operational service. At
the same time the D3 digital composite
videotape cassette format was introduced as the
standard for BBC Television's mainstream
recordmg operations.

1992 has seen completion of the Stage V block.
The project, managed by PIDTel (now
Television Engineering & Project Services TE&PS), provides Television with a purposebuilt integrated post production facility, a music
studio, and some office accommodation.

The new Centre's comprehensive facilities now
provide a total of eleven videotape editing
suites, each with sophisticated control of up to
six cassette format VTRs and access to complex
digital video effects (DVE) units. There are a
further eighteen General Purpose videotape
cubicles for more
videotape recording and
replay operations, which
can be routed via two
multiplexer areas for
major Sports & Events
programmes. Nine
simply-equipped areas
have been provided with
the necessary limited
facilities to deal with
technical review and
format conversion to the
new D3 VT transmission
standard from the BBC's
significant holding of
C-Format and Quad
tapes.

Transfer of post production videotape recordmg,
edting, and telecine operations from various
Main Block areas to the new technical areas,
installed during 1991, took place a t the

Editing Suite in Stage V , Tekoision Centre

9

Film still plays a major
role i n t h e BBC's
programme output but is
no longer transmitted
direct from telecine
machines. Existing

telecine equipment has been transferred to the
new centre; there are six telecine transfer
cubicles and two Film Post Production Areas
equipped with vision and sound mixers together
with access to DVE, still stores and caption
e q u i p m e n t for a s s e m b l i n g complete
programmes.

of a number of AMS Audiofiles configured for
specific tasks, with a Logic 2 automated d i ~ t a l
mixing desk. Interchange of digital a u h o and
data between the various areas will be on
magneto-optical discs.

Post Off-Line Dubbing
Sound 'sweetening' for television programmes
has traditionally been dealt with in different
ways, depending on whether the programmes
were made in a studio or on location. Until the
last few years, programmes not made in studios
(for instance location drama) were usually shot
on film. The completed pictures were edited in
a film cutting room and the sound was later
dubbed in a film dubbing area.
The sources of sound available to the dubbing
theatre were the location sound (principally
dialogue) and pre-recorded music and effects.
The traditional techniques use magnetically
coated 16 mm sprocketed stock, played in sync
on a number of Sepmag bays and mixed in the
presence of the production staff. This style of
working has developed over many decades and
provides a very flexible way to provide high
quality sound tracks. However considerable,
labour intensive, preparation work is required
to copy and create the sepmag tracks for use in
the final mixing process.
Many programmes shot on location are now
recorded on videotape and edited on off-line
video. This has provided a spur to find a
modern, more efficient way to dub these
programmes. However it was considered
essential to retain the creative flexibility
established in existing dubbing theatres.
Wishmg to offer the most flexible, up-to-date
and cost-effective facility, Post Production, in
conjunction with TE&PS, have investigated a
number of alternatives. The conclusion reached
was that a digital audio mass-storage approach
offered considerable benefits over the traditional
mechanical audio recorders (either sepmag or
synchronised tape recorders). After
investigations of proposals from a number of
companies, AMS Industries were chosen as the
company best able to meet the requirement.
TE&PS have managed the contract for the
supply of the dubbing system, which included a
considerable element of development work, and
are carrying out the installation in Stage V a t
Television Centre. The installation will consist

Post-Off-Line Dubbing
View of the mzxing area showsng the A M S Logic 2 desk
incorporating Audiofile control

The final installation will combine the best of
the old style of working, with advances in
efficiency. Because editing and mixing decisions
are stored as data, the actual audio is not
altered as dubbing proceeds. It is therefore
possible to make late changes without going
back to the preparation stage. This will also
encourage the transfer of decisions (which can
be reversed later if necessary) from the mixing
area to the preparation area. This will give
maximum creative flexibility in the final mixing
session.

LONDON STUDIOS
The major investment by Studio Production
Resources this year has been the installation by
Television Engineering & Project Services
(TE&PS) of Panasonic D3 digital composite
video tape recorders in studios TC1,3,4,5, 7, 8
and Presentation A and B at Television Centre.
Each installation is equipped with a 4-VTR
system for recording of studio output and
isolated cameras, and for replay. Each studio is
fitted with three D3 VTRs as standard with the
fourth added when necessary for more complex
productions. The system includes a facility for
making VHS copies for programme staff if
required.
In terms of refurbishment, TC6 is currently
out-of-service for asbestos removal and
re-equipping. The former is now complete and

building work and re-instatement is under way.
Contracts for the technical installation have
been placed, which include the implementation
of the vision system using the serial digital

Information and Control System, is malung
progress, with the bulk of the information
system forming the first phase of delivery a t the
end of the year. Two further phases will follow
during 1993, and the whole area will be
complete early in 1994.
In the Television Centre Central Apparatus
Room (CAR) the vision carrier equipment, used
to modulate a second signal onto a coaxial cable
circuit, has been laid to rest after 20 years
service. It has been replaced by adhtional
vision circuits direct to Television Centre from
BT Tower and from the OB reception centres at
Swains Lane and Crystal Palace. The longstanding performance problems associated with
vision circuits in the London Area, particularly
affecting dual channel sound-in-syncs, have
been eliminated.

D3 Video Tape Machines installed in Studio TC4

component standard for the signal chain but
with the major part of the monitoring in
analogue PAL. The audio equipment is being
replaced by a conventional, fully stereo,
analogue system. Project Management is by
TE&PS, and the target service date is
September 1993.
In addition to the work in TC6 a new fully
stereo Calrec 36-channel 8-group Q series sound
desk has been fitted in TC7 to improve the
operational facilities used for The Late Show
and Going Live.

A system to produce a common time standard
for Television Centre has been installed in CAR
by TE&PS. This refers to the three time
standards of MSF Rugby, DCF 77 in Germany
and to the system at BH which also refers to
the Geostationary Positioning Satellite. The aim
of the new system is to provide a common time
reference for the timecode used by Post
Production and News & Current Affairs, PICS,
Ceefax, and the Television Centre clock loop
systems. In addition the TC pulse chains and
timing systems have had some alterations to
enable the majority of Television Centre to fall
within the EBU specification for 'subcarrier to
horizontal phase'. This has a substantial benefit
on the performance of recording and editing
operations with D3 and other VTRs.

NETWORK

Vertical Blanking Interval
1992 has seen the completion of a long standing
project for the re-organisation of the Vertical
Blanking Interval (VBI) on the BBCl and BBC2
dstribution chains. The 2-line Insertion Test
Signal (ITS) has been replaced by a new 1-line
signal which includes a real time data
transmission channel for signalling purposes.
This data channel, together with some capacity
on Datacast, has enabled the old ICE (Insertion
Communications Equipment) signal to be
withdrawn, which has freed a second line in
each field of the VBI.

The installation of broadcast equipment has
been completed for the new Network
Transmission Area WTA) on the second floor of
the Central Wedge a t Television Centre, and
some proving trials have begun on the manual
operation of the system. PICS, the Presentation

The project has also included installations in
Television Centre and all the regional opt out
sites to improve the integrity of VBI signals
such as Ceefax & Datacast, as they are routed
to the transmitters. This project has been an
excellent example of collaboration between

Recently a small 15 square metre annexe to
Studio 4 (4A), which for many years has been
used as a camera test and evaluation area, has
returned to production use for simple
interviews.

specialist departments, with the design of the
data inserters and ITS generators by D&ED,
installation and modification of measurement
equipment a t transmitters by TED, and the
re-engineering of the reaonal hstribution
chains by TE&PS.

The second is d s o at Kendal Avenue, where it
was first used as the main exhibit for an RTS
lecture, follon-ed by its first programme at the
Barbican earl! in December. Three n o r e Type
8s are due at roughlv six month intervals, with
two being destined for Kendal Avenue and one
for Sorth region.

The re-launch of Ceefax in November involved
the transfer of Subtitling to Line 20. Further
work involving the VBI is now in the planning
stage, and a feasibility study with Design Group
and Surrey University is under way into the
possibilities for the transmission of audio in
teletext format for use in applications such as
an Audio Description service or the distribution
of Talkback from the Presentation studios in
London to the regional continuity suites. The
Television Directorate is also involved in a
feasibility study on the implications of providmg
a PDC (Programme Delivery Control) service for
the automated control of VCRs in the home.

OUTSIDE BROADCASTS
Type8CMCR.s
The last edition of Progress & Achievements
described the new Type 8 CMCRs, soon to
replace old Type 5s. The first is now in service
a t Kendal Avenue, after having travelled to
Barcelona to cover the Olympic Games. It has
worked well and has been well liked by both
engineering and production staff.

Self Provision of Audio Circuits
Tel OBs have traditionally provided most of
their own circuits to and from OB venues,
normally using radio links. The main exception
is reverse talkbacWcontro1 line circuits, for
which the demand has increased considerably
over the last few years. At present, circuits are
rented from BT at a cost of nearly •’250,000 per
annum. Savings exceeding this sum will be
achieved on completion of a scheme which will
provide equipment to allow these, and other
rented circuits, to be provided by the BBC.
The principle is that up to thirty narrow-band
(3 kHz) control circuits are combined a t
Television Centre's CAR, using conventional
BBC audio multiplex equipment, onto up to six
wide-band (15 kHz) music circuits. These will
be fed to Crystal Palace using permanently
rented circuits, and then further combined with
NICAM coders to form up to three 728 kbitJs
digital signals. Three of the new D&ED UHF
music link transmitters, with the digital input
option, will be modulated with these signals,
and will radiate on a channel adjacent to the

main broadcast channel, via the reserve aerial
system. This can be achieved without
interference to or from normal broadcast
transmissions, and by using the CP mast,
coverage of a major part of south east England
can be obtained.
At the OB site, appropriate numbers of digital
receivers, NICAM decoders and audio
de-multiplexers will allow the required talkback
circuit t o be received.

this vehicle over the years, the last being a
Philips LDK 5 camera mounted on a Citroen
Safari. This was replaced in November by a new
unit based on the Citroen XM estate, (the
current equivalent of the Safari), which is found
to give the best ride across the bumpy terrain of
race courses. The main bugbear of the old
roving eye was the need to tow a power
generator, but modern equipment and close
attention to power consumption have allowed
the generator to be dispensed with for normal
roving operations.

Colour Roving Eye
The vehicle is being fitted with the traditional
pivoted cameraman's seat but a Sony 'split
package' BVP-T 70 camera is used in which
only the CCD chip is fixed t o the lens and the
electronics are housed inside the vehicle.
On-board VT and radio links are provided as
before.

OLYMPIC YEAR
New Colour Roving Eye

A mainstay of OB operations is the 'Colour
Roving Eye'. There have been many versions of

1992 was the year of the Olympic Games:
Winter in Albertville (France) and Summer in
Barcelona. Media coverage from both events
came from International Broadcast Centres
(IBCs) - for the Winter Olympics the IBC was a
converted light industrial unit in Moutiers, and

Winter Olympics: view of the combined production area and videotape area

for the Summer Olympics it was the FIRA
exhibition centre in Barcelona .

This meant that the scale of installation at the
IBC in Barcelona was much larger than that in
Moutiers. The result was a 'mini' studio centre.

Technical and office facilities were provided at
both sites by TE&PS.

Two studios were provided. The main one was
Studio A which was 135 square metres, and the
second, Studio B, a single camera studio of
15 square metres. Both had separate vision
control areas, and comprehensive graphics
facilities were provided in Studio A. There were
separate vision and sound galleries with a
GVGBOO vision mixer and a new Calrec Type 8
OB audio console, borrowed for the event from
other projects.

Winter Olympics
The facilities a t Moutiers were based around a
combined vision and sound Production Control
Room, an off-tube commentary booth, and a VT
area containing eight Betacam S P VTRs
arranged as three recordledit pairs and a
transmission pair. Also provided were
Production Offices with viewing, listening and
intercom facilities.

VT facilities were comprehensive, with a
Comprehensive communications are needed for
this type of event, and the first use was made of
a new software-controlled Venue
Intercommunication and Signalling Apparatus
(VISA 2). This provides a variable level
crosspoint matrix controlled by a PC and is
used where complex networks of programme
contribution venues are set up requiring
sophisticated and flexible communications.

142 square metre VT hall containing a VT
Director's desk controlling three multiplexers;
and 24 VTRs arranged as 12 edit pairs, but
with each machine able to record or replay to
line separately. Also provided were two off-tube
booths and two 3-machine edit suites using
Sony BVE-910 edit controllers, GVGlOO vision
mixers, Ampex AD0100 DVEs and Glensound
MX6 audio mixers. Panasonic D3 VTRs were
used throughout, this being the first time that
they had been used on this type of event.

Summer Olympics
For the first time, it was decided to present the
whole of the coverage of the Games from the
site, rather than having a base studio in
London.

VISA 2 was again used for the communications
system.

Barcelona Summer Olympics: View of' the Studzo A area
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The equipment used for both events was a
mixture of existing equipment borrowed from
operational areas, new equipment about to go
into service but borrowed for the event,
equipment leased for the event, and a small
amount which has been used on previous events
and which is kept in store by TE&PS on behalf
of Sports & Events department.

CAPITAL ASSET VALUATION
The Producer Choice philosophy requires that
Resource Business Units (RBUs)should face all
of the costs that they would if they were
working outside the BBC. The major costs of
any Business Unit are staff and overheads such
as accommodation. However, the RBUs have
large amounts of capital plant, and the costs of
financing this investment need to be
established.
If the Capital Budget is thought of as a loan
facility from a Bank, when an RBU 'borrows'
money for a capital project it should expect to
repay the capital within the life of the assets
purchased and pay interest on the outstanding
balance. For assets added after April 1993 it
will be relatively straightforward to calculate
and implement the necessary payments.
However, if no action were taken to value
existing assets already in service, it would be
many years before payments would reflect the
true value of all of the assets in use.
Central concepts in the calculation of the value
of existing assets are 'Modern Equivalent
Replacement Cost' (MERC) and 'Modern
Equivalent Asset Value' (MEAV). Briefly, the
MERC is the total new cost of replacing an
existing asset, under Producer Choice
considerations. The MERC may be lower than
the historic cost of a past project. For instance,
in the case of Studio TC1 at Television Centre,
removal of asbestos was a one-off cost which
will not recur and under Producer Choice a
simpler (and therefore cheaper) technical
installation would be preferred. The MEAV is
calculated by linearly depreciating the MERC
over the expected life of the asset.
Capital plant registers are available showing
book values, written down linearly over time
from hstoric costs. However, it is very difficult
to assess m R C s and MEAVs from these data.
The volume of entries is huge. Even so, items of
equipment may be missing, or may have been
written-off before they d l come out of service.

Also the current book values of the asset
generally do not include the costs of BBC staff
effort or of contract labour used in the creation
of an asset, these having been written off in the
year they occurred. However these costs need to
be considered as part of the asset values.
For Network Television, TE&PS were therefore
asked to value existing assets, in consultation
with the RBUs. In conjunction with each RBU,
TE&PS Resource Planning Engineers have
compiled a register of MEAVs for all assets
already in service in Network Television RBUs.
The valuation has been considered a success
and the brief has now been expanded to include
the valuation of Programme Department and
Overhead Unit Assets. These data have been
entered into the Producer Choice model.

BBC WORLD SERVICE
TELEVISION LTD
1992 has been a year of consolidation for BBC
WSTV Ltd, with a continuing increase in
dedicated news programmes and a fundamental
review of the subjective appearance of the
output. Developments of the service to Asia, in
response to feedback and discussions with our
partners STAR TV in Hong Kong, are providing
a steady stream of requests for additional
programmes and a more 'commercial'
presentation style.

The demands made on the news team have led
to the relocation of the WSTV newsroom during
the summer to the floor below in Television
Centre Stage V. This was primarily in order to
provide more space for journalists' work stations
- there are now 42 - but also to allow the whole
WSTV news operation to work together, rather
than having some programmes 'squatting' in
nearby corners. The extra space has also
enabled the WSTV News management to be
close to the newsroom.
In the WSTV Presentation area, where the
Transmission Suite (Network Control) built for

the start of the Asian service has been in
constant use, the main development this year
has been the installation of an Odetics TCS9O
'multi-cassette machine' (MCM). This was
achieved with no down-time in the
Transmission Suite and has revolutionised the
presentation operation. The programme
schedule is loaded into the MCM, which then
controls the playing in of all taped trails and
promotions, together with fixed idents from the
laser disc player.

BBC SELECT

1992 has seen the commencement of
broadcasting for BBC Select's Subscription
service, and the necessary installation work has
been carried out a t Television Centre. The
overnight transmissions are being originated
from the Open University Continuity in the
Presentation Suite. This necessitated some
changes and additions to the area, and the
installation of the Videocrypt S encoders in
CAR; the encoders were developed by Research
Department, Design & Equipment Department,
and Thomson.

NETWORK RADIO
Last year, a t this time, Broadcasting House was
nearly surrounded by scaffolding. Project
Topdeck - the refurbishment of the top three
floors of the building, was in full swing. This
major project was completed in June 1992, only
six weeks behind the original schedule set
nearly two years ago. The resulting production
offices are much appreciated by their new
occupants, and they well illustrate how much
the traditional &vision between technical areas
and offices-is being blurred by new technology.
The successful
undertaking of this work
reflects credit on the
project team concerned.

This extension provides much needed additional
space on our freehold central property, rather
than in expensive leaseholds. It will,
conceivably, enable us to solve some of the
servicing and circulation problems which have
affected BHX since it was built. BHXX enables
us to make the BH Complex work as a
Broadcasting Centre rather than the present
jumble of buildings. It also represents a
tremendous vote of confidence in our future.

In the sub-basement,
work continues to replace
the main power intake
substation, switchboards
and distribution busbars
throughout the building.
This is now entering its
final commissioning
phase.
Work will start soon on
t h e major lift r e furbishment programme
which will update every
passenger and goods lift
in the building.
A
Detailed planning is
M a i d a Vale Studio 6 Control Room
complete for the
Extension to BHX working title BHXX - which is to be located on
STUDIO REFURBISHMENTS
what is at present the Duchess Street car park.
l start on site in January 93 - rather
We d
Maida Vale 6 was the target of a major
later than planned, partly for financial reasons.
rebuilding exercise to convert it into an

-

-
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1993, this area will form
the mainstay of our 'GP
Studio' operation.
Currently the air
conhtioning is being
replaced, and the central
conidor remodelled to
improve access and to get
away from the 1960s feel.

ENGINEERING
OPERATIONS
CENTRE

Maida Vale Studio 6 'Dead Room'

up-to-date drama studio. Drama production is
now centred on the
quieter Maida Vale
site rather than noisy BH. The
is
equipped with a Calrec Assignable console - the
first for Radio, together with lots of other high
tech equipment.

Work on the integration
of the various elements of
the system - monitoring,
routeing, alarms,
communications, etc., has
progressed well. Tbe most
obvious event was the
final removal of the 1959
control desk and 'the
gantry' which housed the
routeing indicators.
Control is now exercised
through one of the 'ROPs'
- a single operational
position able to carry out
any of the control room
functions. Thus it is
possible t o staff the area
according t o load rather
t h a n a s previously,
staffing every individual
dedicated position a t all
times.
We continue to make good Use of Our satellite
receiving facilities, with a large number of
stereo OB links from outside the London area
S U C C ~ S S ~
hm
~ ~d~e Y
d.

OUTSIDE BROADCASTS

In BH itself, transmission studios IG and IH
have come into service for Radio 2, equipped
with the new generation of multi-purpose
transmission suites based on the SSL 5000
series desk. They will be followed in early 93 by
l J , and together they will handle the Radio 2
daytime output.

Much work has been done to improve the
performance and reliability of our OB Links - a
new digital Codec was developed by Design
Group to our specification, and is now entering
service.

By far the largest studio refurbishment
programme was approved in June - the
Basement Studios. When complete a t the end of

Construction of our first purpose-built satellite
uplink vehicle should be complete later this
year - previous vehicles have been put together

from what was available a t the time. Planning
work is well advanced for a new Radio Link
vehicle equipped with a hydraulic platform.

BROOKMAN'S PARK
A key element in our accommodation strategy is
the move from Central London of those
departments or facilities which could better
function elsewhere. We decided that parts of
Recording Services and Radio Finance fitted the
bill, so a major project was launched to
redevelop Brookman's Park for this purpose.
Most of the moves are now complete, and the
outpost is equipped with high speed data and
audio transfer systems. Not surprisingly, RF
induction proved to be a problem!

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

WORK CARRIED OUT FOR
OTHER DIRECTORATES
News & Current Affairs
The biggest single project, carried out in record
time, was the refurbishment of the BH
Newsroom. This is now fully equipped with
Basys and D-Cart as well as the conventional
audio and video monitoring feeds. The audio
distribution uses two wideband VHF ringmains
to carry all the signals to each desk. The
receivers were purpose built to our specification,
and include a n audio cassette recorder in the
same package. This neat solution was a
contributory factor to our ability t o implement
this job very quickly.
We have completed the work on the News
Traffic Area in BH - the control point for all
correspondents.

Regions

New network services have been added to
Radio's computer network, which continues to
expand, and now serves approximately 1000
work stations, with 1500 registered users.
Bulletin Boards, both network-wide and
departmental, have been particularly successful,
automatically capturing information from News
Basys and a variety of other sources, and
making it widely available.

The quantity of Regional work again declined
this year. However, the new building for Radio
Cumbria is now complete, and the technical
installation is under way. We expect to open the
station in early 1993. Radio Jersey is currently
undergoing a relocation and getting more space
in the process - not before time. Stornoway too,
after many years, has finally got its 'extension'.

Building on this, a two-way c o ~ e c t i o nwith
News Basys has recently been established. A
network-based scheduling system is available t o
Radio 2, and work continues to add a
programme-planning system t o this. Many
small 'departmental' applications have been
developed, and network management facilities
and backup strategy have been significantly
improved.

After much preparatory work, the full RDS
travel service in England began to come on
stream in April 1992. By next March, every
English Local Radio Station will be generating
Travel flags. We now need to tackle the
National Regions.

Music Reporting unit have been equipped with
a UNIXlOracle system, replacing a mainframe
application, a n d Drama Department's
mainframe WILL' scripts database has been
replaced with a network-based system. Studio
bookings are now handled by a system based on
commercial 'Wallchart' resource booking
software, again replacing a mainframe
application.

Last year saw the successful introduction of a
revised Engineer training scheme which gained
IEE accreditation, and is proving to be popular
with both trainees and managers.

Radio Data System

ENGINEERING TRAINING

WORLD SERVICE
broadcasts, similarly
those in Holland may not
want the French output
and so on.

m e re-engineered intake area of the Bush House Newsroom

FEEDING REBROADCASTING
STATIONS VIA SATELLITE
To provide a quality output of World Service,
the short-wave transmissions have been
augmented with transmissions via satellite to
over a hundred remote receivers throughout the
world. In this way the signal may be decoded
and rebroadcast in FM stereo, thereby directly
competing with commercial radio stations and
at least maintaining our share of the
increasingly competitive 'listener market'.
However, each area has its own requirements.
Those in Croatia may not want the Serbian

To customise the delivery,
an Addressable Network
Control System (ANCS)
has been introduced.
Using this equipment it is
possible to retune the
remote receiver to a
different frequency or
transponder channel on
the same satellite.
In
this way, if six different
frequencies on a satellite
each carry a different
service, it is possible to
switch any receiver t o a
customised package of
programmes for that
area, the control being

from ~ u s House.
h
The system is driven by a computer in the
Central Technical Area and offers almost
limitless options for provided customised
programme streams.

GERMAN & FRENCH
SERVICES
A scheme to provide two new 24-hour stereo
music and news services into France and
Germany gives commercial radio stations access

t o BBC programmes as a sustaining service for
their own output. In return for this, an income
can be generated by the BBC in addition to the
benefit of reaching a new audience.
Again this service is transmitted via satellite
but this time the data sent to the receivers are
not to 'retune' (these are dedicated services), but
to validate the receiver.
Since numerous
commercial parties pay and receive subscription
to the service, the precaution of having a n 'off
switch via the satellite data circuit should
payments falter is important - akin to satellite
television in the UK.

BUSH HOUSE DEVELOPMENTS

-

Bush House Modernisation Scheme
The ten year Bush House
modernisation scheme is
now coming to a close
with the final phase of
accommodation
alterations in Centre
Block, floors 5-10 due for
completion by May 1993.
This scheme has seen
many floors within Bush
House totally refurbished,
enhancing accommodation
to meet current
legislation and provide a
more flexible working
environment for World
Service staff.

demolition of the centre-core of studios - has
transformed the floor into pleasant offices and
self-op areas. The ground floor SE Wing studios
have been converted from four cubicles with
associated studios into three such areas, and
three self-operate areas with workshop-style
facilities in studio areas in addition, flexibility
a t minimum cost being the object.
In the Newsroom, a complete refurbishment has
been completed, with re-designed furniture and
layout to suit new practices now that EDiT is
up and running. The intake area has been reengineered with some automation and better
machine control. World Service training has
been equipped with a self-op desk in a new
area, Queens House has been equipped with
better office monitoring facilities, and abroad

Move of Transcription
Unit to Stockton
I
House
The refiwbished Bush House Newsroom
Three floors of Stockton
House are shortly to be
developed t o accommodate Transcription Unit
six correspondents' offices have been equipped
who have to vacate Kensington House by
with straightforward equipment to ease the
September 1993, when the lease is due to be
sending-back of pieces incorporating locally
surrendered.
Stockton House is located
recorded actuality.
between the Sorth East and South East Wings
of Bush House. Once the adaptations have
been completed Stockton House will provide two
COMPUTERS
floors of office accommodation and a lower
ground area for storage and despatch
rnT
EDiT - an acronym for Editing Distribution and
operations, predominantly. but not exclusivel~,
Translation - went into service on 5 January
for Transcription Unit.
1992 with a full population of over 900
Studios
terminals and 300 printers. Initially the system
handled only English and Romanic text but by
The re-ordering of Centre Block Sorth Stack is
now about half-way through, \\lth the seventh
the end of 1992, 25 of the 39 World Service
languages had been taken on board.
floor re-occupied. Major building work - the

EDiT is the largest system of its lund in the
world: the networking alone made use of over
100 k m of copper and fibre-optic cable. The
popularity of EDiT has been so high that its
initial 1000 Mbytes of storage is running close
to full and plans are being made to enhance the
system with a high capacity text retrieval
archive.

The refurbishment of the East African Unit in
Nairobi has been completed with new listening
room and associated technical facilities.

DEVELOPMENTS TO IMPROVE
COVERAGE
Skelton C

MONITORING
Computer Developments
A study, commissioned by Monitoring, has
looked into the future of the mainframe text
handling computer a t Caversham Park. The
result is a n IT Strategic Plan based on moving
away from dependence on a single vendor to an
'open' computer architecture, where equipment
and software can be procured on a
pricelperfonnance basis from the most cost
effective suppliers.

A pilot project to test the feasibility of such an
approach was undertaken during 1992 and as a
result of the success of the pilot a full scheme
has been initiated to undertake the first phase
of the Strategic Plan. This phase will replace
the existing editorial, newsroom and publishing
terminals a t Caversham with an equivalent
number of PCs installed on a network and
running standard software packages. System
testing is planned for May 1993 with full
operational service by the end of the year.

MonitO~g
Within the current phase of the building
modernisation programme the new eastern
extension, with kitchen, restaurant and office
accommodation was opened in June 1992.
Work continues on the refurbishment of the old
restaurant area and other parts of the mansion
to provide both cellular and open plan office
accommodation to meet the needs of Monitoring
for the next few years.

A project has started for the replacement of
existing LF/MF/HF receivers and RF
distribution equipment a t Crowsley Park, and
the development of remote control from
Caversham.
A fourth 11 metre satellite dish a t Crowsley
Park, which will receive both Ku and C Band
signals, is due for service in December 1993.

Financial approval has now been given to
install two of the ex-Daventry 300 kW
transmitters in the new building. The building
was designed with this possibility in mind and
the space for the transmitters already exists.
Only the cooling plant rooms need to be added
and site work has started. It is hoped that the
original completion date of March 1994 can
still just be met in spite of delays in obtaining
the necessary FCO and Treasury approvals.
The project is being carried out by Transmission
Engineering Department.

CYPAnother project to be implemented by
Transmission Engineering Department is the
planned move of the remaining four exDaventry 300 kW transmitters to Cyprus. They
will be housed in a new building extension and
replace the aging 100 kW units. This will give
an important boost to World Service signals. in
several high priority target areas within first
hop range of Cyprus.

Mashah
Objections from the Omani Air Force prevented
the planned replacement and upgrading of the
antennas (despite earlier assurances on this
aspect of the development). The explanation
given is the different types of aircraft now using
the airbase which is close to the transmitter
site.

Thailand
Agreement has been reached with the Thai
authorities on a mutually acceptable package in
respect of the site and training for their
broadcasters. An Agreement has been drawn up
and will be signed as soon as the Treasury gives
financial approval to the project.

Russia and Uzbekistan
BBC World Service programmes are now
broadcast from high power short wave
transmitters in three sites in Russia and from
Tashkent under a hire agreement made in
September 1992. These transmissions are

improving audibility for World Service listeners
in the Indian Sub-continent and in China.

WARC PROGRESS
The World Administrative Radio Conference
(WARC) held in February 1992 in Spain
provided two 'development areas' for World
Service: HF'BC Spectrum expansion and an
allocation for Broadcasting Satellite Services
(Sound) in the 1.5 GHz band.
An additional 790 kHz of spectrum was
allocated to HFBC but with conditions: SSB
only, subject to Planning (yet again) and not
available until the year 2007. I t is to be noted
that the 780 kHz spectrum expansion of the
1979 WARC is still not officially available for
HFBC, with this spectrum also subject to
Planning in the HFBC Bands. From the results
of the 'testing' of the WARC HFBC method of
1987, there is a n increasing global recognition
that HFBC Planning is not going to provide the
developing world with what they want. WARC
92 subsequently requested the International
Frequency Registration Board (IFRB) to
produce a 'simple and flexible' planning system!
In the meantime a special one day meeting of
the ITU Administrative Council was held in
December 1992 to review the developments on
HF'BC. This meeting followed immediately
after a two week Additional Plenipotentiary
Conference of the ITU which considered major
proposals to restructure the ITU.

For BSS (Sound) there was a new allocation at
around 1.5 GHz. The conditions under which
that spectrum becomes available is complex,
both in regulatory terms and geographical
availability.
Whilst it is classified as
'worldwide', the USA have excluded themselves
from this allocation (the only country to do so).
Many European countries have also placed a 15
year secondary status on BSS (Sound) at
1.5 GHz t o allow transfer of existing services to
alternative spectrum. Although this appears
restrictive, and in reality will probably be so,
the decisions of WARC 92 do provide for the
introduction of broadcasting-satellite systems in
the interim period under very defined rules.

NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS
REFURBISHMENT OF BH
NEWSROOM
The Radio Newsroom at Broadcasting House
was recently completely refurbished, in order to
bring it up to standard for Health and Safety at
Work and working practice provisions for the
use of video display terminals (VDTs).
A review had established that the Newsroom
was overcrowded, that it needed to be enlarged,
and that even then eight personnel out of the
existing 45 would have to be re-located nearby.
With the advice of a consultant ergonomist a
new layout for 38 workstations was developed
t o meet operational and legal requirements,
with new workstations equipped to allow for
correct posture.
The audio sources previously available were 28
ring main sources including 18 telediphone and
traffic sources, installed to each workstation as
a pair of wires per source. The new installation
utilises the two RF systems in BH that carry
both audio and television sources, with
additional modulators being installed to provide
sources specific to NCA from Television Centre.
A new tuner was specified t o allow selection of
both audio and television signals, and a unit
incorporating two tuners, a cassette recorder,
and a selector for Radio, Television, D-Cart and
miscellaneous inputs was manufactured by
Rolec. This unit allows selection of 47 audio
sources and 37 television sources.
The new system has greatly increased the
sources available for journalists and includes
information about the Traffk area material

currently being dealt with, &splayed on the
television screen as text. In the near future it
will be possible to view and hear vidiplex
sources (mainly outside sources) from Television
Centre. In addition to the small televisions at
individual workstations, a bank of larger sets
with associated VCRs has been installed to
allow for continuous recordmg of required
material for later viewing and selection.
The refurbishment included a complete
overhaul of the air conditioning system,
together with opaque window blinds, carpeting
and new chairs complying with the
requirements of the new VDT codes of practice.
New carpeting and ceiling tiles were fitted and
the area redecorated, providing a much
improved working environment for the
journalists in this 24-hour a day operational
area.

BROADCASTING HOUSE
WORKSHOP STUDIOS

-

As part of the NCA policy Aims for the 90s,
multiskilling has been introduced to enable
Ra&o News ehtorial staff to prepare their own
material. This is to be done using audio mixing
equipment installed in purpose built workshop
studios within their own editorial production
office areas.
Three stu&os were completed in July for use by
three of NCA's radio programmes - Newsbeat,
Today and The World Tonight. Each studio is
approximately 3 metres by 4.5 metres and
utilises existing walls, together with new thin

cavity walls (approximately 50 mm thick with a
50 mm cavity) to complete the box. The walls
are lined with appropriate acoustic boxes, and
the ceilings further insulated acoustically with
a false ceiling of plasterboard fixed to 150 mm
joists, and sealed with mastic.

channels; two dual channels for accepting
outside sources, ISDN, or telephone working;
three tape machine channels; and four channels
for accepting RDat, CD, cassette, and a
multi-input channel for use with journalists'
Uhers, Sony Walkrnans etc.
Comprehensive dubbing
allows for up to 20
sources t o be available to
each tape machine. The
tape machines can dub to
each other without the
use of the mixer if
required.
The studios are not
intended for live
transmission and the
installed equipment is
optimised for t h e
production of packages,
thus significantly
reducing the amount of
main studio time used.

MOBILE
EDITING
VEHICLES FOR
GENERAL
ELECTION USE
%
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Workshop Studio in Broadcaeting

A n conhtioning is via fancoil units mounted
above the ceilings outside the studios, and is
designed to cope with an occupanc~of five

people. Each s t u h o is equipped with a 12channel mixer providing three microphone

In November 1990 a
requirement was
identified for ten mobile
editing vehicles to be
provided for t h e
forthcoming G e n e r a l
Election campaign. As
guessing an election date
is next to impossible a
nominal service date of
May 1991 was set.

The VW Caravelle was
chosen as the most
suitable vehicle and ten
were purchased. Because
House
it wai planned to dispose
of t h e v e h i c l e s
immediately after the election it was i m ~ o r t a n t
to do the m&mof modifications to m&mise
the resale value. A proprietary racking system
was used to carry the editing equipment, which
consisted of two Beta SP VTRs, a simple 625

channel sound mixer with lip mic, sound and
vision monitoring and an off-air receiver. This
was fastened to the floor with aircraft style seat
tracking to give maximum safety.
A Honda generator was built into each vehcle
by a specialist coachbuilding firm, who also
carried out the other minor vehicle
modifications. Safety was a major consideration
in this project and all vehicles were provided
with earth spikes, a system of safety interlocks,
a n RCD, and flexible armoured cable for
connection to external mains when a v d a b l e .
The vehicles were also equipped with cellphones
and fax machines, curtains for privacy, extra
interior lighting and soundproofing, and a
comprehensive alarm system.

cassette facilities and telephone recording units
built into a standard acoustic table. During the
year ISDS facilities were installed and are in
use in Bonn, Berlin, Geneva and Rome - in the
two latter cities BBC SCA was the first
broadcaster to use ISDS. The facilities have
also been installed in Jerusalem ready for when
the ISDK service becomes available there.
Further developments in codecs are being
investigated a s a means of replacing the
analogue audio 4-wire circuits currently
connecting London t o Paris, Brussels, and
Moscow. These developments d
l enable a
single bi-directional 64 kbit/s dgital circuit to
be used for quality audio as well as a number of
data and telephone circuits.

May 1991 passed with no election announced.
Two vehicles were equipped with editing
equipment and used all over the UK and
Europe for normal NCA editing purposes.
Eventually the waiting was over, the election
was announced, and editing equipment was
hired in to equip the remaining eight vehcles.
They were dispatched all over the country and
were intensively used throughout the campaign.
The only fault of any consequence was in a
hired VTR. The users were well pleased and
have retained two fully equipped Caravelles for
continuing use throughout the country.

UPGRADING OF FOREIGN
BUREAUX FACILITIES
The development of the ISDN (Integrated
Digital Services Network) within Europe, and
the associated advances in analogue-to-digital
codecs for high *quality audio have been the
most significant improvements in Foreign
Bureaux facilties in the last year. This new
development has served to overcome the
well-known problems of the noisy and crackling
telephone line and the 'on demand' bookable
circuit that arrives just after the programme is
scheduled.
With instant dial-up access via a terminal
adapter that resembles a telephone keypad, a
correspondent can be connected to his
destination in full duplex quality sound. The
codecs have been integrated into a n MBI audio
mixer with special clean feed facilities, malung
operation simple for the correspondent. The
mixers have audio tape machines along with

NCA Studio in Paris

EXPANSION OF WORLD
SERVICE TV NEWSROOM AT
TELEVISION CENTRE
The WSTV newsroom operation on the 7th floor
of Stage V was expanded to twenty journalists
when the Asia Service was launched last year.
This operation spilled over temporarily into
nearby Post Production accommodation to cope
with the extra personnel. Since then the
number of WSTV-produced news programmes
has steadily increased with additional
programmes such as Asia Today, World
Newsweek and WSTV bulletins being provided
in the slots where network news programmes
had previously been transmitted. For this
reason it was necessary to expand the
Newsroom, which meant relocation. An area
occupied by News Information Research on the
sixth floor of Stage V was identified as being
suitable to accommodate 42 journalists'
workstations and four cellular offices for the

senior editorial staff. The News Information
staff and their 24 million cuttings were
decanted to areas on the 3rd and 4th floors to
allow building and wiring work to begin.
Major refurbishment of the new area was
carried out, includmg smoke detectors, VDTcompliant lighting and additional power outlets.
Technical facilities on each desk included a
Basys terminal, intercom, ring main and
vidiplex monitoring, and a telephone. A viewing
area and live microphone recording booth were
also provided. Twenty-two new workstations
were installed, eight of which were height
adjustable to give maximum user flexibility.

With the old newsroom completely vacated, the
area could now be prepared for News
Information Research. The most difficult task
was to demolish the corridor walls to create an
open-plan area without disturbing the WSTV
studio on the same floor which broadcasts for
half-an-hour during every hour of the day.
Additional power outlets were installed, an
inner office was formed and the area was
redecorated and fitted out with a vast amount
of shelving. Smaller desks were purchased to
account for the reduced floor area and, on 617
November, News Information Research were
moved into their new area, bringing the project
to an end.

Neweroom for World Service Television

The remaining twenty workstations would be
moved down from the seventh floor from the
existing newsroom on the night of the move.
At 22.00 hrs on Friday 2 October, four weeks
after work had begun, the WSTV night shift
gathered their papers and moved downstairs to
the new newsroom. Within ten minutes it was
'business as usual', and throughout the night
and into Saturday their existing desks and
facilities were moved downstairs and reconnected.

COMPUTER SUPPORT
ACTMTIES
General Election
When the General Election was called, there
was a requirement for a rolling news service on
Radio. This meant supplying extra computer
facilities for the production office sited in one of
the Journalist Training offices in Broadcasting
House.

Television News set up an extended production
area for the Nine O'clock News and Campaign
Report, and extra terminals were installed in
the TV Newsroom in the production and intake
areas. Other facilities provided were for the
Political Research Unit to have access from the
TV Newsroom to the Computer Graphics
database, which required providing a bridge
between the NCA network and Computer
Graphics network.
Extra terminals on the Basys system were
installed for the results programmes on Radio
and Television, and scripts, running orders and
intake information were transferred from NCA
Basys to all of the Regional Basys Newroom
systems.
Radio used Studio 3A a s a production office
equipped with terminals to provide a
comprehensive results and news service.
Television had studio TC1 rigged with extra
Basys terminals and printers to help provide a
results service throughout the night.
Extra equipment hired for the Campaign
coverage on both Radio and Television included
50 terminals, eight printers and three CCUs.
This provided 24 extra ports on the Basys
production machines.

NCA/Regional Network
There is now in place a regional data network
connecting all Basys systems to ATA (Audio &
Telecommunications Area) in Broadcasting
House. A Kilostream links the Tricom bridges
in ATA to the Spur comms room and from there
to two DEC 3100 computers. There is a back-up
link from Spur comms room to Elstree in case of
failure in ATA. The NCA Basys production
system feeds data to both of the NCA back-up
Basys systems. From there selected data are
passed to the 3100s and distributed to the
regional Basys systems.
There are mailboxes set up on the NCA
Production system, so that individual data
items can be sent to any region.
special News Conferences

As well as providing support for the annual
Political Party Conferences, we supplied
terminals for the conference on Yugoslavia held
in Queen Elizabeth Hall, the conference in
Birmingham after Maastricht, and the
Edinburgh European conference.

All devices were connected locally though a
multiplexer down a Kilostream connected t o
Spur comms room and straight to the 6th floor
Computer Room.

REGIONS
NORTH
Manchester
Last year saw a steady development in
Manchester Post Production facilities. The
accommodation identified for the majority of
suites is in the final stages of planning, putting
four suites on the ground floor of the Post
Production block, with the associated office
complex on the floor above. Areas incorporated
on the ground floor will consist of three GVG
20012 suites, and a relocated GVG 110 suite. As
a general policy all suites will use the Amek
BC3 stereo sound desk, have the ability to
handle Beta or D3 tape formats, with either
single or double channel Abekas A51 or A53
DVEs, and make good use of the ever increasing
number of DAT machines. Servicing further
needs is an adjacent multi-format area and two
voice-over booths. The suites have been
designed with the user in mind, giving adequate
space, viewing distances, air conditioning,
seating and decoration. With the provision of a
kitchen and a rest area, this planned
development is seen as the Post Production
flagship for Manchester. The first two suites
will be available for use in the autumn of 1993.
Manchester, being ever eager to satisfy
programme requirements, has put maximum
effort into the replacement of its VT5, greatly
helped by TE&PS, who Liaised with the contract
company for the supply and building of the
technical equipment, whilst local staff cocoordinate the buildmg, decoration, air
conhtioning and electrical supplies. This suite
is situated in the main buildmg and shares a
machine room with VT6, which includes a GVG

20012 vision mixer, Amek BC3 sound desk, Beta
and D3 tape formats. Again the comfort of all
people involved in the editing session has been
taken into consideration, with good advice from
Resource Executive, Post Production. The suite
was completed, including commissioning, for
Christmas 1992, just in time for Reportage to
begin editing in Week 1, 1993.
Lastly, the remaining major scheme is
Manchester's Central Technical Area (CTA).
Now financial approval has been obtained, the
scheme is full steam ahead, providing the
essential connections between technical areas
and to the outside world. The building work is
due to be completed in February 1993, and the
technical installation for summer 1994. New
technology has given a n overall saving in floor
area of some 60 square metres and given the
users 'destination control' of their programme
circuit connections via a touch-screen control
system. Emphasis has been given to the design
of an infrastructure within the CTA. This
enables present day requirements to be satisfied
with the minimum of capital expenditure,
whdst providing a well prepared structured
system of signal paths for future changes.

TReds cluster
A Lightweight Links Unit (LLU) based on a
spacious easy to drive VW van became
operational in time for the General Election,
and has since been in almost daily use for both
local and national news. The hilly terrain in
Yorkshire and Humberside soon spurred the
development of mid-point techniques using
2.5 GHz Manpack equipment. The later
addition of PSC camera, lighting and sound kit

Leeds staff, the
community affairs
correspondent, and ethnic
programming.

Newcastle Cluster
1992 saw a wide range of
developments across
Radio and Television.
The introduction of the
Lightweight Links Unit
has changed aspects of
News Gathering. Regular
items are now billed 'live'
and have come from a
variety of locations
ranging from collieries,
social clubs, car parks
and pubs, even a traffic
report from a motorway
bridge. Radio has also
made use of this vehicle
for both stereo OBs and
News Gathering purposes - "it can work from
parts other vehicles cannot reach". Based on a
VW van i t has proved user friendly to operate,
easy to drive and spacious. The coverage which
a t present is confined to Pontop Pike will
shortly be extended to Bilsdale giving a
significant extension to coverage in the Teesside
and North Yorkshire areas. The Pontop Pike
and Bilsdale Mastheads and LLU systems have
been project-managed by TED.

Lightweight Links Unit

has resulted in a 'total location package' now
seen as essential to the Regional News
operation. The design of safety and RF systems
and overall project management for the LLU
was carried out by Transmission Engineering
Department at Warwick.
An editorial requirement to improve coverage of
the South Yorkshire area resulted in a simple
television studio and PSC inject facility a t Radio
Sheffield being uprated to include Beta S P
editing. It is staffed by one person who, in
editing down-time, operates as a single person
PSC crew.

To improve the BBC's
profile in Bradford, a city
of half a million people, a
bi-media bureau has been
created in prestigious
accommodation in City
Hall. As well as office
accommodation, equipped
with on-line ENS
terminals and PABX
connection to Leeds all
via a Kilostream link, the
bureau has a radio studio Fcapable of supporting
sequence programmes
and a fully equipped
preparation area. The
bureau is the base for a r
small team of Radio

News gathering has been extended with the
introduction of an inject point and studio a t

Entrance t o BradfonE Bureau
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Radio Cleveland to match similar facilities a t
the cluster's other station in Cumbria. In
January 1993 the station moves to its new
premises in Carlisle - a green field site right
opposite Carlisle Castle. Training on the new
technical facilities starts soon, with a first
transmission destined for February 1993.
The Carlisle station is situated in an attractive
two storey building which is listed by Carlisle
City Council. Technical installation of the audio
equipment was placed with MBI and the station
offers a number of improvements including, on
the ground floor, a purpose designed phone-in
area with line of sight to the studio/cubicles, a
small television studio, workshops, and a very
attractive reception area. On the first floor is a
fully electronic Newsroom with an adjacent
news preparation area, television editing suite,
and office accommodation with attractive views
of Carlisle Castle.
Newcastle is also reorganising Network vision
circuit distribution. Currently remote switching
takes place at Pontop Pike and Caldbeck, to
allow Regional output t o be transmitted. The
reorganisation will bring BBCl and BBC2

Bradford Bureau

- Preparation Area

direct into Newcastle on 140 Mbit/s circuits and
then fed on separate circuits, also 140 Mbitls, to
Pontop Pike and Caldbeck. This is a huge leap
forward in distribution technology and facility,
giving direct feeds of BBCl and BBC2 to both
main transmitters. New opt-out facilities are
being developed to take account of the change
and offer versatile routeing of studios to the
Network. The opportunity is also being used to
rationalise the contribution circuits to and from
Newcastle using the existing matrix that
currently controls the Networks.

SOUTH
Bristol Post Production
The Producer Choice initiative highlighted the
requirement to rationalise the post production
videotape, electronic graphics, rostrum camera
and dubbing areas. An BOOK development was
conceived to create a firm business base for
Network Post Production Resources.
Videotape & Graphics
The ground floor video tape area has been
reconfigured to provide:
1) A general graphics area which incorporates
Aston 3, Aston Caption, Rank Cintel Slide File
and caption camera, relocated from the original
suite some 100 metres away, together with new
equipment includmg a Quantel Paintbox,
Abekas A66 disk recorder, and Pixel Power
Paint system. An ACE T8 component mixer
provides a test bed or submix for effects.
2) A new home for Harriet with dedicated Beta
SP equipment, caption camera and Quick Action
Recorder.
3) A reception area.
4) A smaller machine room, yet still housing a
pool of eight broadcast VTRs along with four
others dedcated to edit suites.
5) An enlarged component edit suite to enhance
the production team's working environment.
The suite boasts the BBC's first digital Grass
Valley '2+lYKadenza system, Aston caption
generator, and Sony 9100 editor.
6) Dedwated Sony BVE 900k editors and two
assignable Pinnacle Prizm DVEs, for the two
remaining composite edit suites. As floor space
is limited, most of the electronics is housed in
six 57U bays - this includes the Probe1 6-level
(component analogue and digital video,
composite video, stereo audio, timecode, and
RS422) matrix, which forms the heart of the
monitoring and routeing system. An outline
specification was prepared, and installation was
carried out by a small team of local staff,

contract builders, electricians and wirepersons.
t o successfully meet a 3-month deadline.

machines that ident the two services. These
carts are switched through the transmission
selector t o prevent the off air cubicle firing a
c a n in error.

Dubbing
Video Dubbing Theatre 2 was developed
adjacent to Dubbing Theatre 1 concurrently
with the VT and graphics enhancements. The
work was co-coordmated and executed by local
effort with advice from ACED'S acoustics
architect. Equipment transferred from the
Regional complex, replaced locally by an Augan
based system, was repackaged in the new suite
by Megaherz Communications. Dubbing
Theatres 1 & 2 were both treated to Audiofile
Plus upgrades and storage times doubled.

In April, 14 OBs were mounted in East and
West Sussex and 10 in Surrey for the General
Election: Ra&o Surrey has no OB equipment so
resources a t Sussex were drawn on h e a d y The
programme objective was to provide results
from all counts in hlgh quality (includmg a live
relay of the returning officer's speech) at
reasonable cost. To facditate this, maximum use
was made of RF links, using Band I and LHF
links. Spare radio car talkback units were
packaged in user-friendly enclosures to allow
these to be used by reporters.

Rostrum Camera
The rostrum camera has been upgraded to use
both video and film cameras, and rehoused in
the GP Studio close to the VT/Graphics area.

Contracts have been placed locally for buildmg,
electrical, and mechanical services elements for
a new television studio a t Radio Sussex. Work
on the new studio started in November and the
technical facilities, constructed a t Southampton,
were installed in mid-December.

BBC Radio SussexSurrey
Radio Surrey was officially opened by Sir
Michael Checkland on 6 March - this followed
the station going on air in November 1991.
From an engineering staffing point of view this
new station represents a change from former
practice, with a single
engineer on site and a
shared EiC with R a d o
Sussex, who also provide
engineering cover for
leavelabsence, etc. This
new arrangement was
seen t o be working well
but was stretched by the
requirements for the
General Election (below).

NORTHERN IRELAND

I

Programme sharing
between Radio Sussex
a n d Radio Surrey
involved s u b s t a n t i a l
engineering effort in
constructing a n effective
means of providing split
idents for the two services when sharing. Problems
with lack of space in both
cubicles and a packed
Mk3 apparatus room
were overcome to install [
the extra equipment
needed. Desk outputs

I

with

separate

cart

R a d i o Foyle Headquarter8
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Radio Foyle
The single camera unattended studio suite in
Radio Foyle has been extensively upgraded. A
2-machine Beta S P EditPlayout facility has
been added with supporting monitoring and airconditioning plant. Two BVW 200 Road Kits in
'one man' configuration are now in operation.
These can be converted to two-man operation
with available radio microphones and lighting
kits.

Belfast Television Post Production
Major changes have been made to the
Television Post Production areas. The Quantel
Classic Paint Box has been upgraded to Harriet
standard with a solid state video recorder animated sequences can now be created. The
1 inch 3-machine edit suite has been improved
with the addition of a Sony BVE 9100 Edit
Control system thus allowing the interchange of
EDLs (Edit Decision Lists) with the Dubbing
and 3-machine Beta Suites.
The Dubbing Theatre has been equipped with
Audiofile Plus allowing eight track-hours of
storage and the ability to read the EDLs from
the tape edit suites.
Two 3-machine Beta component e&t suites have
been installed. Each is equipped with two BVW
75 recorders, one BVW 65 player, BVE 910 Edit
Controller and Grass Valley 110 Mixer. An
Aston 'Caption' Character Generator and
Courtyard Clock system are shared between
each suite.

News
The bi-media news gathering operation has
been enhanced with the arrival of a fast
response vehicle with Beta S P tape
editinglplayout facilities. Microwave radio link
equipment mounted on a hydraulic mast allows,
where geographically possible, the live inject of
camera or tape output via the OB mast
receivers a t Divis. Other technical facilities
include a Pesa communication matrix for
control of talkback, clean feed and off-air audio.
The communications are supported with the
inclusion of both Vodafone and Cellnet
telephones.
The vehicle is a Volkswagen LT45 panel van
modified by Spectra; the t e c h c a l installation
was carried out by Kinloch supported by BBC
XI engineers. Ad&tionally the vehicle cab has
been modified to accommodate a radio

commentator facility which can be operated
independently of the television operation.

BH Office Block
Major building modifications to the ground floor
of the office block now allow for 325 square
metres of goods inlout handling and equipment
& stationery storage. External roller shutter
doors allow vehicle entry for the dry loading of
OB equipment. The Mechanical Engineers have
been relocated in the same area alongside
Engineering House Services, with shared
workshop facilities.
Intbrmation Technology
The Ethernet network spine has been extended
to all areas of the BH and Blackstaff sites,
mainly in support of TEPCOS, the Television
Production Costing system.
The local ENS network has been bridged to the
wider ENS network with the installation of
Gateway equipment and software.

SCOTLAND
Television
Considerable work has been undertaken to
upgrade post production areas. PSC Edit Suite
E was equipped with a n Abekas A51 D W , and
Edit Suite F was relocated and equipped with a
Grass Valley 110 component mixer. Two Aston
caption generators were installed a s a shared
facility in the post production area, and the
VTlO suite was re-equipped with a Grass Valley
20012 vision mixer and an Abekas A57 D W .
Suite VT9 is currently being refurbished to
create a digital format area, and a multi-format
area is currently nearing completion.
In Studio B the Marconi Mk 9 cameras have
ben replaced with Thomson 1531s.

Radio
The Radio Scotland FM networks have been
equipped with Inovonics 250 processors to
improve audibility - nine units were required to
equip the main network distributions and
community station opt-out feeds. Dolby SR
equipment has been installed in the SCV4
vehicle and in Glasgow Studio 1, and ISDN
points are being installed in remote studios and
a t other points to save line revenue costs.

RESEARCH

sound system for television.

Director of Engineering Bill Dennay receives the Queen's Award for Technological Achievement
from Richard Thornton, Lord-Lieutenant of the County of Surrey.

recommended by the EBU as the European
standard for digital sound with television.
In the UK the full service was introduced on 3 1
August 1991, and is now available to 78% of the
population. Other countries now using the
system include Norway, Sweden, Hong Kong,
Denmark, Finland, Spain, Belgium, New
Zealand, and Singapore.

OPEN DAYS
In early November Kingswood opened its gates
for four days to an invited audience of
politicians, manufacturers, journalists and
broadcasters from around the world. Key
developments on show included DAB (see
Engineering Information), Digital HDTV,
Extended Studio PAL, the Switched Horn Radio
Camera System, Optical Routeing for Television
Studios, and Control Room Acoustics.
The event was a great success, and will
probably be held regularly i n future on a twoyearly basis.

Kingswood Warren Open Days: Demonstrating the
switched horn radio camera system.

available from present-day services. It is
therefore desirable that they should be supplied
with signals from the stuckos with a quality
greater than that of conventional PAL. This
requirement becomes even more acute when
widescreen (16:9 aspect ratio) pictures are
broadcast. The BBC, however, has an extensive
PAL-based studio production infrastructure.

A method has therefore
b e e n d e v e l o p e d of
achieving YUV quality
(similar to t h a t provided
by Rec. 601) but making
use of existing PAL
equipment. I t involves the
replacement of existing
PAL coders, using a
s p e c i a l m e t h o d of
combining luminance and
chrominance in a
completely reversible
fashion, and also
employing the adbtional
bandwidth available
above 5.5 MHz to carry
additional high frequency
luminance information.
Since the process is
reversible it can be
lod Warren Open Days: Visitors 'doing the roundd
cascaded a large number
of times without loss,
while standard PAL
decoders (eg in pictu r e monitors) will give a
quality similar to that available today. The
PAL DEVELOPMENTS
circuitry required for the improved PAL coding
and decoding is essentially very simple and
Extended Studio PAL
therefore economical.
PALplus, D2 MAC and the proposed analogue
and digital HDn' broadcasting systems d all
The basic feasibility of the Enhanced Studio
convey a picture quality superior to that
PAL system has now been demonstrated. D3

digital recorders are able to conve_v the
improved signal without moclfication, and tests
are currently being carried out in a real stu&o
environment to check compatibility with other
elements within the PAL chain.

Enhanced PAL
Research Department have continued to
contribute to the development of the European
PALplus system. This system was tested overair throughout a large part of the LX, and it
was established that a large proportion of the
population would obtain an improved picture as
compared with what they have today. Further
tests conducted more recently in Austria,
however, have inhcated that the system may
not be as acceptable in mountainous areas of
the sort found there.
Subjective tests examined au&ence reaction to
the 16:9 'letterbox' picture that appears on 4:3
aspect ratio receivers when PALplus is
transmitted. A significant number of viewers
were disturbed by the black bands a t top and
bottom of the picture, and other aspect ratio
possibilities, eg 14:9 with a mohcum of picture
distortion, are being explored as compromise
solutions for use whilst the number of 16:9
receivers is small.

STUDIO ACOUSTICS
Significant progress has been made in the
acoustic design of studio and control room areas
by the development of cheap and efficient
partitioning and diffusing panels, and the use of
'reflection free zone' techniques. A more
thorough understanding has also been
developed of the interaction between the
acoustic modes of control rooms and the
loudspeakers used for sound monitoring. These
improvements are leading to more convenient
and effective control room designs.

OPTICAL ROUTEING FOR
TELEVISION STUDIO
CENTRES
Today's television studio routeing systems are
based on coaxial cable connections with large
and complex central routeing switches designed
for one standard only (eg analogue PAL or
digital 625-line components). Once installed
they remain in use for about 15 years. They are
therefore unsuitable for the period during which

the studio operation may be expected to evolve
to HDn-.
This year has seen the completion of a
European collaborative project ~ h i c h has
developed and established the feasibility of an
optical fibre based digital routeing syzt em
suitable for all of the envisaged future BBC
requirements. All of the signals to be routed are
combined by wavelength and time-&vision
multiplexing and then dstnbuted to all of the
areas in which they were originated. The
required connections are therefore established
by a signal selection process carried out
separately a t each destination - this has
operational as well as t e c h c a l advantages. The
multiplexing structure used is the 's_vnchronous
digital hierarchy' recently adopted as a
worldwide standard for telecommunications.
This could, in principle, allow easy interfacing
with programme contribution and distribution
links. More importantly, it ensures that, with
appropriate interfaces, any present or envisaged
future television standard, or indeed any
mixture of them, can be handled. The system is
thus ideal for use in the period during which we
are evolving t o HDTV.

-

A further European collaborative project has
now begun in which such a system will be
installed for use in a real studio environment. A
fully costed plan has been produced for the BBC
Studio Centre a t Cardiff, where there will be a
requirement to replace the routeing system in
1994, and it is hoped that Cardiff will be the
first practical location for a fully-engineered
optical routeing system.

SWITCHED HORN RADIO
CAMERA SYSTEM
The simplest type of radio camera system, using
an omnidirectional linearly polarised antenna,
can often produce multipath propagation due to
signal reflections. In order to overcome this
problem, two different circularly polarised (CP)
transmitting antennas, for use a t 2.5 GHz and
12.5 GHz, were developed a t Research
Department. The use of circular polarisation
allows the receiver to reject a large proportion
of the reflections, and this has produced a great
improvement in the effectiveness of radiocameras. Curently OBs use these CP antennas
for many of their live outside broadcasts.
However, the omnidirectional pattern can still
cause some reflections, and obstructions

between the antenna and the receiving dish will
block the signal. To overcome these problems, a
new switching radio-camera system has been
developed a t Research Department which allows
live pictures to be obtained a t locations which
were previously unusable. Rather than using an
omnidirectional antenna, the switched horn
system, which operates a t 12.5 GHz, uses a
cluster of six directional horn antennas, all
pointing in different directions. A camera pack
attached to the rear of the camera switches the
horn cluster and generates a video test line
which is transmitted through each horn in turn,
during six of the unused lines of the field
blanking interval. At the receiving site, the test
lines are analysed by a processing base station,
and a decision is made as
to which h o r n is I
sent back t o the camera
pack telling it which horn
to use t o carry the
following frame of video.
This process is repeated
25 times each second, and
so the system can adapt
to the changing position
and orientation of a
moving camera. The use
of such a directional horn
antenna means t h a t
fewer reflections are
created, and so multipath
propagation is reduced.

Subscription Television Ltd needed to launch
their BBC Select night time downloading
services.
Some of Select's services are scrambled, and to
receive them viewers need to be equipped with
a special decoder box (Selector) which is
inserted between the aerial down-lead and the
VCR. The Selector also automates the recording
of the programmes on the VCR.
Previous experience, including the British
Medical Television Service broadcasts by the
BBC during 1989, showed that simple and
reliable decoder technology was an imperative.
Subscription Television
requested the
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The simplest implementation of a switched-horn
radio-camera system
Appearance of BBC Select scrambled signal.
m e a s u r e s only t h e
strength of the signal
assistance of Research Department in finding
received from each horn, and this produced good
and assessing the technology which was
results. A more advanced system could measure
commercially available for their application.
the quality of the received test-lines - the
multipath assessing software required to
Out of seven tenders assessed, Research
achieve this is nearing completion.
Department carried out detailed laboratory and
over-air testing on three promising systems.
These tests drew heavily upon Research
VIDEOCRYPT-S: SCRAMBLING
Department's experience of the characteristics
& ENCRYPTION FOR BBC
of the BBC's broadcasting networks, and their
SELECT SERVICES
knowledge of scrambling and encryption
systems. At the end of these tests it was clear
A successful collaboration between Research
that none of the systems was suitable as
Department a n d Thomson Consumer
presented,
and that some improvement or
Electronics developed, within a very short timemodification
to one of the systems would be
scale for such a major development involving
necessary.
new VLSI chips, the new technology whch BBC

The VideoCrypt system, jointly developed by
Thomson Consumer Electronics (TCE) and
News Datacom for BSkyB's Astra satellite
services, had a good track record and a large
installed base. However, the BBC's terrestrial
application has to cope with multipath
propagation, a problem not met in satellite
broadcasts. Research Department realised that
the
picture scrambling system used in
VideoCrypt, known as line cut and rotate (LCR)
is susceptible to multipath propagation, w h c h
can produce a 'hail of bullets' on the screeen.
Over-air tests confirmed that that a significant
proportion of BBC Subscription Television's
customers would suffer this effect. TCE
believed that they could solve this problem by
improving the LCR technique, whereas
Research Department believed that an
alternative scrambling system, that of line
shufling, would be necessary.

In addition to this work by Research
Department, Design & Equipment Department
were contracted by Subscription Television to
solve a problem in supplying the coding
equipment. TCE had proposed that the codmg
equipment for the play-out centre be designed
by their sister company Thomson CSF.
However, Thomson CSF were unable to meet
the time scale required and would have been
very expensive. To solve this problem, and with
the full support of TCE, the contract to design
and build all the the equipment and software
for
the sending end was awarded by
Subscription Television to D&ED. The
equipment and software were all delivered and
successfully installed on time, and are now
operating reliably in service. TCE have already
ordered several additional coders for their own
use in selling the system t o other customers.

I t was decided that two modified versions of
VideoCrypt would be evaluated. In the first,
Thomson would improve line cut and rotate. In
the second Research Department would replace
the scrambling system with line shuffling. Both
systems would use only the minimum of
modifications needed to meet the service
requirements.

HDTV

Subsequent over-air tests showed that under a
wide range of conditions
the
line-shuffling
approach w a s more
reliable and delivered
better pictures than the
modified LCR system.
Subscription Television
therefore chose the line
shuffling based version.

aDTV Programme Production
Assistance has been given in the production and
display of a number of HDTV programmes.
These have given the BBC useful experience in
HDTV production, have provided to members of
the public and engineering experts from around
the world a striking demonstration of the
achievable quality, and have supplied valuable

The close collaboration
between Research
Department and TCE
produced significant
innovations, which have
resulted i n a system
which fulfills the BBC's
requirements. The BBC
and TCE have filed a
joint patent application
covering these inventions
in order to exploit fully
t h e p o s s i b i l i t i e s of
revenue from licensing
the technique.
HDTV recording during a rehearsal of Mahler's Eighth Symphony
at the Royal Festival Hall.

test material for use in assessing new
processing and broadcasting systems.

EtDTV Sound
Stereo sound is now commonplace with
television but the possibility now exists for
future HDTV services to carry up to five sound

Television Centre SYPHER Suite 2 during the
miring of H D W Surround Sound. Note the use of
five loudspeakers.

channels - a n extra 'central' channel to stabilise
the sound image associated with the picture,
and two further channels providing for
'surround' sound at the rear.

such as Discrete Cosine Transform iD@T)
coding, motion-compensated interframe
prediction and variable length coding can be
used.

Coding for contribution links
Systems which make use of these techniques
have been developed for the high-quality coding
of conventional definition television pictures,
for contribution links using transmission bit
rates of 34 Mbitls.
A standard for coding component signals for
contribution links a t 34 Mbitls has been
specified by ETSI. The BBC played a significant
role in all aspects of this standard, and
collaborated with other European broadcasters
and manufacturers to build a demonstrator
codec working at this bit rate. This development
was undertaken as part of the RACE 1018
HIVITS (High quality Video-telephone and High
Definition Television) Project which is led by
Thomson CSF (France) and includes more than
19 other partners, including the BBC.As part of
the HIVITS project, a demonstrator codec for
contribution quality coding of HDTV signals a t
140 Mbitls has also been developed. This codec
is based on the use of six sub-coders and
decoders operating in parallel on adjacent
stripes of the HDTV picture (each stripe
comprising eight adjacent field lines). Each sub-

Some recent HDTV
productions have been
made with 5-channel
sound, for test and
demonstration purposes,
and have been shown a t
technical conferences
around the world. The
BBC is currently the most
successful provider of
HDTV programmes with
surround sound.

Digital EIDTV
The source bit-rate of
studio-quality HDTV
pictures is in excess of
1000 Mbitk for digital
transmission; for
broadcasting by satellite
or terrestrial link t h bit
r a t e m u s t
b e
substantially reduced. To
produce high factors of
bit-rate reduction, a
combination of techniques

RACE HNITS 140 Mbitls CoderlDecoder Equipment (Codec)
This equipment was u e d to demonstrate HDTV tmnsmission live into
Tomorrow's World, and to get HDTV pictures viu satellite to important
standardisation committee meetings (IS0 / MPEG).

codec is based on the 34 Mbit/s motioncompensated hybrid DCT codec noted above.
Compact implementation of t h s 140 Mbitk
HDTV codec was made possible by 1-MI
produced by the lead partner of the HR?TS
project.
Within the HIVITS 140 Mbit/s HDTI- codec the
bit rate allocated to each of the six sub-codecs is
adaptively controlled, so as to give the best
overall picture quality within the available
overall bit rate. Control of the bit rate of the
sub-coders is achieved by vaq-ing the
quantisation parameters accordmg to the
occupancy of the associated buffer stores. In
order that at any given time all sub-codecs are
operating with the same quantisation
parameters, the individual buffer occupancy
values in the coder are monitored, and an
equivalent total buffer occupancy calculated.
The hardware and controlling software for this
adaptive multiplexing (and the corresponding
demultiplexing in the decoder) was designed by
the BBC.

A bit rate of 140 Mbitk for an HDW
contribution link allows downstream postproduction processes (eg chroma-key) to be
performed on the HD signal without loss of
picture quality; it also gives sufficient headroom
to accommodate the increased picture quahty
which will be available from future HD sources
when the technology has matured. Using a
wideband communications satellite link, it has
been demonstrated that the HIVITS 140 Mbit/s
HDTV contribution codec conveys the digital
HDTV signal transparently. This codec is,
however, also capable of operating a t lower bit
rates for less demanding applications with little
loss of transparency.

Coding for distribution and emission
In order to broadcast a digital HDTV signal
within a single 8 MHz terrestrial channel, or in
a DBS channel, even greater compression
factors are required than for a contribution link.
These can be achieved, whilst maintaining
adequate quality for domestic HDTV display, by
applying a more sophisticated version of the
motion-compensated hybrid DCT algorithm
used in the HIVITS codec. (In practice this
means relying more heavily on the temporal
redundancy in the picture, and makes the
techniques used for low bit-rate codmg less
suitable for contribution codecs).
Phase 2 of the Motion Picture Experts Group
(MPEG) of the International Standards

Organisation (IS01is worhng towards a world
standard for the compression of high quahty
digitallycoded conventional definition picture
signals to bit rates in the range 2 to 10 Mbitis.
A number of possible application areas have
been identified and these include television
distribution and emission. There is considerable
European input to this second phase of MPEG
work, and it is being co-ordinated by the Eureka
Project 625 M I S (Video-Audio Digital
Interactive System) in which the BBC is ver?;
active. This project is led by CSELT (Italy) and
has more than 30 partners.

SERVICE PLANNING
Radio Planning
The past year has seen an expansion in the
planning of fdler stations for the FM
transmitter network - planning work and site
testing is complete for a further 18 stations.
Such planning proposals are becoming
increasinglv difficult to coordmate w i t h the
available Band I1 spectrum, particularly when
faced nlth the current expansion of independent
radio.
The problems associated with a news and
current affairs senlce replacing Radio 4 Long
Wave senices has resulted in an acceleration of
the FM re-engineering programme. This d l
provide for the addition of Radio 1 FM
nationally, and Radio 4 FM throughout Wales,
Scotland, and Sorthern Ireland.
The closedown of some Local Radio MF services
has prompted renewed interest in Local Radio
FM fillers. Evaluation of potential targets has
now led to firm proposals for an additional 17
fders. These additions are still subject to
obtaining the agreement of the Broadcasting
Department of National Heritage.

Television Planning
Spectrum planning for new television stations
has continued, with the BBC preparing plans
for 13 out of the 25 stations built annually by
the BBC and
NTL. This year marks a
milestone with the opening of the 1000th UHF
television broadcasting site at Darley Dale in
Derbyshire. However, there are still over 100
unserved communities of 200 o r more people for
whom it should prove practicable to provide a
relay station. Although, in principle, the
number of deficiencies falls each year, new ones
come to light a t the rate of up to ten per year.
This is often due to housing development in

poorly served areas, but can be due to existing
reception being degraded by new large
structures, such as Canary Wharf or wind
farms.

Over-air tests of the PALplus Eureka project
took place in September. In addition to the UK
tests, which used the BBC2 Network, the BBC
provided much of the effort for an over-air test
in Holland. This was subsequently featured on
the PALplus stand at IBC92, held in
Amsterdam in July.

Terrestrial Digital HDTV Tests
During October there was a successful field trial
of a hgital television system loaned by
Thomson. I t employed an OFDM (Orthogonal
Frequency Division Modulation) modem using
64 QAM, split between horizontal and vertical
polarisations, providing a data rate of 30 Mbit/s
on each polarisation. (Each 30 Mbit/s signal
comprised a n OFDM multiplex of about 500
closely spaced carriers). Although a t very low
power compared to the domestic PAL service,
the 50 Watt directional transmission, beamed
southwards from Crystal Palace on Channel 28,
covered about 900,000 people. A videotaped
comparison of component-digital and compositePAL 625-line pictures, through the same
transmission system, was shown at the
Research Department demonstration days, in
November.

S u r u q oehicle used for terrestrial digital HDTV
tests - note the dualpolQrlsatiorr.

In addition to problems arising from Canary
Wharf - there is still no viable solution for the
100, 000 people in the Lee Valley suffering
ghost images - investigations have taken place
in two areas of Derbyshxe suffering reflections
from a new factory, about five miles away. In
one area the solution was t o recommend that
viewer; change to a n alternative transmitter;
in the other area the possibility of extending
the coverage of an existing relay is being
investigated.
Significant effort is now expended on predicting
the likely effects on telehlsion reception from
numerous wind farm proposals. A computer
modelling algorithm has been developed t o help
assess the signal reflection characteristics for a
typical wind turbine. This is coupled with
terrain modelling, and field strength prediction
software, in order to estimate the interference
effect at a chosen receiving location.

DAB
The most spectrum effkient method of utilising
the new DAB technology is in large area
coverage. By using the same frequency block a t
every transmitter, it is possible t o cover the
whole country. Providing the delay time of a
signal arriving a t a given location is not greater
than about 290 ps, a DAB receiver will
assimilate all such sources, including those
generated by multipath, in a constructive
manner. It is distant transmitters beyond this
guard interval that cause interference, generally
as a result of tropospheric interference. Service
Planning work has concentrated on establishing
pl-g
criteria and their application to
coverage prediction techniques.

D M Mini Single Frequency Network
Eqpzrimenf
As the DAB system is digital, and the network
is intended to work to mobile, portable and
fixed receivers, it is necessary to provide
coverage to a h g h percentage of locations. In
order to test the planning criteria, mobile
survey work has taken place within a mini SFN
(single frequency network), using six low power
transmitters in Band 111.
The experimental work has proved that,
providing the signals arrive at the receiver with

a relative delay less than 1.2 times the guard
interval, they add constructively. It has also
been shown that if an area is served by more
than one transmitter, the variation in signal
strength due to local terrain effects and clutter
is significantly reduced.
Measurements of field strength are helping to
establish the percentage location variation
within an area. This is important to determine
the power required to provide satisfactory
mobile reception. Another important effect,
building penetration loss, has been measured. It
revealed a figure of 8 dB for a conventional
brick built house.
Work will continue by testing a section of a
network with transmitter powers akm to a final
system. The concept of an SFN can then be
measured under more realistic conditions than
provided by the mini SFN.

DAB National Network Planning
A number of national network planning
exercises are currently being undertaken. The
first approach was a theoretical exercise, using
CCIR Rec. 370 statistical prediction techniques,
and based on a uniform 500 km lattice of
transmitters. Results indicated that a dense
network of transmitters, with high antennas,
would be the most efficient way of building up
a n SFN.

Ancillary Services
This year has seen some deve1opmen.i in a
reverse bearer system to operate in Channeis 25
and 32 from Crystal Palace. Although the
ori,$al
proposal to use a 2 Mbit s system was
not taken up, due mainly to the cost and size of
equipment, a scaled down 728 Mbit/s system
has proved to be viable. The planning criteria
( r e interference to television senices) and
coverage, were shown to be similar to that of
the origmal proposal.
,4 significant number of the broadcasters'
ancillary services operate between 467 MHz and
469 M H z , immediately adjacent to television
services in Channel 21. In order to protect
television reception it is necessary to place
geographical restrictions on the use of these
frequency bands. As the protection ratio criteria
for television receivers were derived from
measurements made over 10 years ago, the
Broadcasters' JFMG commissioned a series of
measurements on modern receivers. Rather
disappointingly the results show very little
improvement in terms of the protection ratio
performance. These results were also provided
as input to a CCIR study group preparing a
recommendation on sharing criteria for Private
Mobile Radio services using the television
broadcasting bands.

The next approach was to study a plan based on
existing broadcast transmitting sites. For this
exercise BBC terrain data base prediction
methods were developed; the results provided
are more realistic than for the previous
statistical predictions. Plan 1 comprised 205
existing sites, plus 11new sites, with effective
radiated powers of 24 kW for main stations and
down to 250 w a t t s for the relay sites. The
predicted coverage for mobile and portable
reception is 95 % of the UK population.
For comparison purposes, a plan based on a
more homogeneous closely spaced network of
transmitters is being investigated. Plan 2 is
based on a nominal 30 km lattice, distorted
where possible, to encompass existing sites.
This plan uses 232 existing sites and 99 new
sites. The block power will naturally be less
than for Plan 1 , but the coverage is expected to
be very similar.

Test equipment fitted in a vehicle for over-air
PALph8 tests.

DESIGN & EQUIPMENT
At the start of 1992, the general uncertainty
with capital budgets resulted in a downturn of
business for the supply of capital equipment,
installation services, stores issues and the
supporting services. To maintain a viable
business position, a major reorganisation and
rationahsation was proposed, involving a
reduction in staffing of 40%, and the setting up
of three Groups:
Corporate Purchasing and Contract
Services Group
Development Group
Supply and Support Services Group

totally contracted-out operation by the end of
April 1993.
So what remains? The following describes the
smaller organisation, points out what it has
achieved in 1992, and what it hopes to achieve
in the future.

DEVELOPMENT GROUP

This reorganisation commenced in March, and
within the Stores service was re-launched with
a newly styled catalogue
under the banner of
SUPPLYLINK. A draft
Business Plan indicated a
Development
viable trading position
GROLT
with break-even in
199314.

I

However, as a result of a
Cross-Directorate study,
part of the Overhead
Review, it has been
decided that the Stores
and its associated
services, including
Technical Information
and Wiring Installation,
d l be closed. The Stores
dl cease trading on 29
Jam=
1993, and the
IViring I n s t a l l a t i o n
Sen-ice will move to a

Development Group formally came into
existence on 1 November 1992 and comprises
three design sections, together with business
and support elements drawn largely from the
former Design & Equipment Department.

section

j

PCB CAD

Librar).
Technic01

Research
Department

Development Group is Intended to stand
alongside Research Department a t Kingswood
Warren, its design e n w e e r i n g staff occupying
a new building on the site with support senices
working alongside those of Research. Planning
permission for the proposed new buddmg has
been obtained, and a t the time of writing a
finance case is under preparation for
presentation to the Board of Governors.

projects running for customers across the
Directorates.
On the business side, Development Group
includes staff drawn from the former D&ED
and will be able to support pre-production and
small batch manufacture using in-house
workshop, wiring and test effort. However,
through an established base of outside

I

The proposed new Development Group building at King8wo~dWarren
Designed by BDMS, it is a concrete fiame construction arranged over three floors to provide 1728 square metres of
laboratory, office and ancillary accommodatwn. An economic, flexible design, this building complies with the latest
regulations to achieve a high standard of thermal insulation and good access for the disabled.

The principal service offered by Development
Group continues to be the design and
production of specialized equipment needed by
its customers. Three broadly based sections
have been created, namely Transmission,
Studios, and Control Systems. Transmission
continue to be active in the fields of Radio
Frequency design, undertalung work in
connection with the FM filler programme, the
introduction of NICAM 728, and a range of
ancillary service projects. Increasing attention
is being paid to digital transmission methods,
including novel modulation techniques, whilst
baseband audio and video expertise continues t o
be available.
Digital audio and video projects, principally for
application in broadcast centres, will be the
prerogative of Studio Section, which has a
number of important ongoing strands of work,
including digital au&o routeing systems, test
and measurement procedures, and completion of
the GAZELLE television slow motion system.
Software and hardware design for monitoring
remote control o r automation applications are
the activities covered by Control Systems
Section, who also currently have a variety of

contractors capable of undertaking manufacture
and test contracts, high volume or high value
orders will continue to be fulfilled. A current
example is an order for more than 20 of the
TARDIS Band I1 relay equipments needed for
completion of the FM filler programme.
The closure of the SUPPLYLINK operation a t
Avenue House is discussed elsewhere, but
within the scope of its resources, Development
will continue to offer internal customers support
and repair services for BBC produced hardware.
Also available to operational and engineering
departments in all Directorates through
retained information and databases, will be
technical advice and consultancy on active and
passive components and supplier information
where appropriate.
Development will remain a t Avenue House until
the end of 1993 when, if all has gone to plan,
staff will join colleagues a t Kmgswood. Apart
from the fiscal benefits to both Research and
Development, co-siting and closer collaboration
will speed the implementation of new ideas and
inventions to the advantage of the BBC as a
whole and, in many instances, afford a
competitive edge t o new client business units.

Despite the uncertainties posed by a major
reorganisation, a substantial work programme
was completed in 1992. Some of the larger
projects included:

FM Relays, T A W S
Following a successful field trial, production
equipment was delivered to Transmission, and
further orders were received to help accelerate
the FM filler programme.

CORPORATE PURCHASING
AND CONTRACT SERVICES
At the end of its first full year of operation,
Corporate Purchasing and Contract services has
achieved significant value-for-money
improvements in the field of Purchasing and
Contracts management.
All the savings
achieved are passed directly back to our
customers and result from effective use of the
BBC's purchasing power.

NICAM 728
Working with engineers from TED, a costeffective solution has been devised to add stereo
sound t o the many 'UHF 77' stations in advance
of their full scale refurbishment.
Again,
substantial orders have been placed.

Ancillary services
UHF Music Links have been delivered in preproduction quantities, development has started
on a lightweight Band I11 music link, and a
novel modulation technique is being used to
implement a stereo radio microphone.

BBC Select
Two design teams contributed to the launch of
t h s new service, designing the special encoders
after a very competitive tender against
commercial competition, and implementing a
fault-tolerant automatic playout system for use
until Television's new transmission area is fully
complete.

Digital Audio
Development of test and measurement
procedures for digital audio equipment or
installations continues, leadmg to unique
equipment becoming available in 1993. A
collaboration with a n industrial partner has
also begun, to make available multiplexing and
routeing systems for AESEBU signals,
including co-ordmation and signalling channels.
Initially this nil1 be used at Radio's Maida I'ale
studlos.

Television Slow Motion
Again a collaborative project.
With DTI
support, prototype equipment was made
available to OBs at Wimbledon and Barcelona
hnd was exhibited at IBC in Amsterdam.
Although somewhat limited use was made on
live coverage, very valuable operational and
technical feedback was obtained from systems
hon-n to be needing further development,
which is continuing.

Motor Vehicles
Significant savings in the acquisition and
management of the BBC's vehicle fleet have
been made through active promotion of a prime
supplier partnership with Peugeot. Further
improvements have also been made through the
transformation of the transport charging
system, designed to reflect customer demand for
budget stability and flexible vehicle operating
and maintenance options.
Effective Management of the Transport Services
Contract with G.H. Lucking has resulted in
more rational and efficient vehicle utilisation,
and therefore reduced costs while maintaining
or improving service levels.

Purchasing Against Contract Terms
The range of Corporate Purchasing Agreements
(PACTS)has continued to widen. Of particular
note has been the introduction of new flexible
agreements for photocopier supply, designed to
be t a i l o r e d to local r e q u i r e m e n t s .
Arrangements for fax equipment, computers
and ancillaries have also provided opportunities
for cost reduction in the office environment,
whilst new agreements with H.H.B.
Communications and Au&o Engineering have
brought direct savings to the users of
professional audio equipment.
Working closely with Corporate
Communications, we have now finalised
competitive agreements for the supply of radio
paging services which are available to all areas
of the Corporation.

Stores a m
With the closure of SUPPLYLINK, new
purchasing arrangements are emerging to
provide good value and continuity of supply for
cable, connectors and other key broadcast
engineering items formerly held in stock.
Consultation with end users is continuing.

Comprehensive print and forms management
contracts will also ensure that the advantages
of bulk purchasing are retained in this area of
business, together with an emphasis on tight
quality control and customer service.
Supplier Partnerships - The Way
Forward
Our emphasis on strong supplier partnerships
has continued to reduce, and in many cases
eliminate, inventory costs. The availability of
PACT information to our customers, together
with control over the product review process,
has been enhanced by computerisation of our
contract administration system.
The
development of this will continue during 1993.

Purchasing Development and Policy
Working closely with the Chartered Institute of
Purchasing and Supply together with other
external specialist consultants, we have
extended the Purchasing Development
Programme to bring professional purchasing
awareness to all areas of the BBC. This
programme now covers training in a wide range
of purchasing and supply skills from 'The
Basics' through to 'Management of the
Purchasing Function'.
Meanwhile, the interdirectorate purchasing
policy group has continued to meet, with the
object of linking purchasing activity across
directorates.
Finally, we reported last year on initiatives in
the field of environmental matters. These have
continued apace, and this year you will find
that the 1993 BBC diary range is printed on
recycled paper for the first time.

ENGINEERING TRAINING
Traditionally Wood Norton has provided all
engineering and operational training in the
BBC. Autumn and winter are usually busy,
with the Department running above capacity in
training new recruits. With a fall off in
recruitment and an increase in the number of
internal staff undergoing retraining and bimedia training, and the training of operational
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journalists, we have had t o change both course
content and stang levels. Benefits have been
that the workload has been distributed more
evenly throughout the year, thus saving on
supernumeraries, and an increased client base
has spread the risk of relying on one or two
large customers.

d Norton HaU h m been re-roofed

REORGANISATION AND
BUSINESS PLANS
During the year each of the Training Managers
looked long and hard a t the services they
provide and where future business would come
from. TMs asked client areas what their
recruitment and development targets would be
for the next three to four years. From this
information managers assessed what it would
mean to Wood Norton in terms of progression
and specialist courses, resulting in the
production of annual business plans. The plans
indicated, unfortunately, that a slimming down
would be necessary and that some services
would no longer be required.
February 1993 sees the implementation of the
new ETD plan, reorganising Transmission &
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s , Video E n g i n e e r i n g ,
Fundamentals & Computers, Building
Engineering Services and Audio Engineering
into two training units, Transmission &
Computers ( a n amalgamation of the
Transmission Unit and the Computers &
F u n d a m e n t a l s Unit) a n d Programme
Engineering (an amalgamation of the Video &
Audio Engineering Units.) It is expected that
the quality and range of training will remain as
high and will, we believe, become more cost
effective in its execution.

Installation Work
Work has continued in all areas to bring
technical facilities a t ETD as close as possible to
those on station. An all-dietal audio post
production area, containing an AMS Audiofile
Plus and Yamaha DMC1000, is used by both
Audio Engineering and Operations, giving
trainees access to facilities which are normally
fully booked on station.

AMS Audiofik digital w d i o ecliting equipment

Video Engineering have installed workshop
areas for graphics, cameras, VT and vision
mixers. These areas were designed to
complement the new modular courses developed
for engineering training.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Above and below the surface of Wood Norton
changes have been made to the facilities. Below
ground a Broadband network now offers access
to both software and electronic mail. The old
Ericsson telephone exchange has gone and has
been replaced by a Centrex System, rented from
British Telecom. Electronic systems have been
introduced to help with stock control and in the
automatic payment of T&DE through the BACS
system.

Landscaping and Building
Most visible is the re-roofing of Wood'Norton
Hall and the adaption of three bedrooms for
people with special needs. Environmental issues
are a high priority a t Wood Norton, and by
working closely with local bodies a plan has
been developed for landscaping the forest,
opening up rides and creating glades and
coppices, which will benefit flora and fauna
while being pleasing to the eye.

Vision Mixer Workshop Area

Picture Operations have equipped two of their
on-line video tape edit suites t o match those of
the VT cubicles in Stage V at Television Centre.
Transmission replaced the ageing Marconi
1940s MF transmitter with a 10 k W Doherty
transmitter and plans are under way to
redeploy two 10 kW Band I1 amplifiers to give
trainees hands-on practice of lineup and
maintenance.

Fundamentals and Computers have created
Novel1 and UNIX networks with Modem access,
with CD-ROM and DAT backup on the file
server. These networks and facilities are
independent of the ETD broadband system and
trainees are free to dismantle and reassemble
any parts. Many popular software packages are
available, with instruction given on their
installation and application on the PC
Operations course.

T e h i s i o n Edit Suite

PUBLISHING
Publications has standarhsed its graphlcs
operation on the Apple Mac system, buying two
hardware platforms, an Agfa colour scanner
~ l t optical
h
character readmg software, and a
CD font store. The platforms operate
QuarkXpress and Pagemaker for Desk Top
Publishing, Illustrator and FreeHand for
illustration, Claris for CAD drawing, Persuasion
for overhead transparency work, and
Wordperfect and Microsof? WORD for word
processing.
Printing took delivery of a second-hand twocolour perfecting press, and plan to introduce a
finishing area so that operations can be carried
out entirely in-house.

ENGINEERING INFORMATION

PROMOTIONS & PUBLICITY
A total of 22 tuning clinics were held
throughout the Year, over the length and
breadth of the country. All six of the Radio Goes
To Town events were supported, and help was

years. The new vehcle can be accommodated in
areas such as shopping precincts that are often
inaccessible to the caravan, allowing us to help
the public at venues that have previously been
closed to us.
A major event in 1992 was the Radio Show,
held a t Broadcasting House to celebrate 70
years of BBC Radio. The show ran from 18
kugust to 18 October, two weeks longer than
originally planned, in response to public
demand. EID staff manned a technical help
desk for 10 hours a day, six days a week for the
duration of the show, and were able to help the
public with Television, World Service, and
general enquiries as well as Ra&o. The show
was considered by all to be an outstanding
success.

Radio Goes To Town on Plymouth Hoe

given to Local Radio Stations Cleveland,
Gloucestershire, Hereford & Worcestershire,
Northampton, Nottingham, Oxford, and
Shropshire when they surrendered medium
wave services as a consequence of Government
policy. Although tuning clinics are primarily
aimed at helping listeners to improve their
radio reception, a good number of television and
general enquiries are always fielded at these
events.
Near the end of 1992 work was completed on
fitting out a Mercedes van for tuning clinic
work, to supplement the 16 ft caravan that has
provided such good service over the last three

EID assisted in providing two DAB (Digital
Audio Broadcasting) demonstrations during the
year, both using a coach fitted out so that
visitors could compare DAB with FM reception
over a chosen route.The initial event, held in
Montreux in June under the auspices of the
EBU was the world's first international (and
largest-to-date) DAB symposium and
demonstration. At the request of the Eureka
147 DAB project team an EID engineer
supervised the installation of the technical
equipment in the coach and assisted in running
the demonstrations. The timing of the EBU
symposium was significant in that it
immediately preceded the Montreux Radio
Symposium and Exhibition organised by the
American National Association of Broadcasters

(NAB), and therefore attracted many visitors
attending the NAB event. In November, EID
assisted Research Department in organising
and staffing four open days a t Kingswood to
demonstrate some of the advanced work
currently being undertaken, includmg DAB. The
DAB demonstration used two DAB transmitters

Coach zued for DAB demonstrations ad
Kingsuvod Warren, November 1992.

operating on the same (Band 111) frequency, to
demonstrate the practicality of using a single
frequency network.
In July, staff from Research Department and
Television co-operated to provide live Eureka
95 HDTV demonstrations at Wimbledon, using
three HDTV cameras on the centre court. EID
staff manned the HDTV booth in the Octagon
during the two weeks of the championships,
during which time the equipment behaved
faultlessly and attracted a great deal of interest
from visitors, many from overseas.
Two new leaflets were produced during the year
t o assist radio listeners at home and on the
move, and a variety of other publications were
updated, including the ever popular transmitter
pocket books.

LIAISON
The closure of R a d o 3 medium wave on 29
February caused a large number of complaints,
and there were many requests by telephone and
letter for reception advice from the public. Onair trails resulted in around 6. 000 telephone
calls in the eight weeks before the closure, and
over 700 letters. After the closure the enquiries
subsided fairly quickly, but surprisingly some
people still didn't appreciate where Radio 3 had
gone even after two months! In general.
though, a successful campaign. It is a matter of

profound regret that the commercial ra&o
organisation left the frequency unused for
effectively one year.
The change of most BBC radio services to FMonly, achieved or impendmg, continues to be of
concern to many listeners.
The proposed
'rolling news' service to replace Radio 4 long
wave is the main topic, drawing a significant
reaction from the public. Many complain about
inadequate FM reception in their area, or the
lack of Radio 1 and Radio 4 on FM in the
national regions. It is clear that there are a
large number of insensitive and otherwise badly
designed radios in use which do not work
properly on FM and hence cannot do justice to
the BBC transmissions. The need to extend a
telescopic aerial and find the best place in the
room (let alone retune during a car journey) is
anathema t o the average Radio 4 long wave
listener who a t the moment has none of these
worries. The education of the public into the
advantages of FM continues to be a timeconsuming part of EID's work. This becomes
increasingly important given the significant
investment in enhancement of the FM services.
NICAV stereo sound with television continues
to attract a steady stream of enquiries from the
parts of the country i t cannot reach! A 'seller'
for the television trade, NICAM is seen as the
t h n g to have. The accelerated programme for
adding NICAM to main transmitters as a
retrofit prior to complete re-engineering is very
welcome - the service can't come too quickly for
some viewers.
Reception of Radio 5 continues to be a problem
in some areas and EID has responded to several
cries for help from schools suffering from
electrical interference, mainly found t o be
mains-borne interference from fluorescent
lights, computers, etc. In many cases the only
solution is to place the receiver outside the zone
of interference, and tune to the right frequency!

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Over the five years from April 1988 to March
1993, the work of the Energy Management team
has resulted in cumulative net savings to the
Corporation of nearly •’12m. The bulk of these
savings have been achieved by negotiating more
favourable rates for gas, electricity, and water
(reducing the BBC's annual bill by more than
•’4m per annum) but there have also been
substantial one-off savings, such as a •’52,000
refund from Welsh Water following the tracing
of a substantial leak a t Llandaff.

The in-house computer system has been
enhanced, and now captures utility consumption
and costs for all BBC premises. The computer
data are used to provide information (demand
patterns etc) for prospective energy suppliers,
and the computer is then used to analyse their
bids. The software, devised by Energy
Management staff, has attracted considerable
interest outside the BBC, and the possibility of
commercial exploitation is being investigated.

Green Schemes
Energy Management operates across the board
for the Corporation, a fact which bestows
enormous clout when dealing with suppliers in
the increasingly competitive world of energy
supply. As a result, increases in electricity
prices levied by our suppliers have been kept
well below the industry norm. At present
energy surveys are being conducted a t Bristol,
Newcastle, Leeds, Nottingham, Foyle, and
Cornwall.
Changing legislation continues to provide new
opportunities to reduce costs. For example, sites
with an annual gas consumption of more than
2500 therms are now eligible for competitive
bids. Similarly, from 1993 sites with an
electricity consumption greater than 100 kW
will no longer be tied to the local regional
electricity company - the BBC has a substantial
number of premises in this category and Energy
Management has made plans to take advantage
of the new situation, based on its experience in
negotiating outstandingly favourable tariffs for
the 1 MW sites.

Energy Management has a responsibility to
ensure that the BBC's energy policies are,
wherever possible, 'Green' as well as costeffective. At Sutton Coldfield and Crystal
Palace, for example, it is proposed to utilise
waste heat from the transmitters to provide
'free' space heating by using shell and tube heat
exchangers, linked to a low temperature hot
water system.
In the right circumstances Combined Heat and
Power (CHP) - the use of waste heat from
electrical generation to provide water and space
heating - can also meet our Green objectives.
Initial studies have indicated that it is not
economically viable for the BBC to operate its
own CHP schemes, but there is a promising
alternative. Combined Power Systems, a
company supported by three of the regional
electricity companies, will, if the load pattern at
a site is suitable, install a CHP system
providing low cost electricity and economical
space heating with no capital charge to the
BBC. Initial feasibility studies are now being
conducted at Newcastle and LLandaff, and early
indications suggest a favourable outcome.

PERSONNEL
ENGINEERING & TECHNICAL
OPERATIONS RECRUITMENT
The start of 1992 saw Eng TOR into their new
office accommodation in White City, with an
uncertain year ahead for recruitment as
customer departments planned for the
introduction of Producer Choice and the
Overheads Review.
Although external recruitment was predicted to
be low, i t soon became clear that many forward
thinking departments wished to position
themselves to advantage in the future
recruitment market. There was a fundamental
realisation that when the economic climate
improved, the presently unfashionable topics of
technical skills shortages and downward
demographic trends would again rear their
heads. Against a future backcloth of increased
staff turnover as movement in the job market
became more possible, and this a t a time when
reduced numbers would result in departments
being vulnerable to key personnel leaving,
managers sought to address the potential
problem now.
Eng TOR responded to satisfy managers'
requirements across &rectorates, in fulfilling
targets for pre-university and industrial
trainees as well as sponsored students, thereby
providing a pool of talent from d i c h to recruit
through to 1996. In some areas, the sponsorshp
scheme was seen as an ideal vehicle to
demonstrate their commitment to Equal
Opportunities. Eng TOR therefore targeted
female engineering undergraduates which
resulted in a relatively high proportion of

women applicants subsequently gaining places
on the scheme, on their merits. Similarly, the
demand for Engineering Vacation Trainees was
as strong as in previous years and all confirmed
targets were M1led,
providing some 40
students with experience of broadcast
engineering throughout the UK.
Eng TOR has pioneered the use of advanced
selection techniques for some years now, across
a whole spectrum of job categories. Always job
related, the techniques range from work sample
or skilVability tests, through to psychometric
assessments. This work has been further
developed in 1992 with the provision of training
to managers and personnel staff, the emphasis
being to provide fair, efficient and cost effective
selection methods which can be used for both
external recruitment and internal selection.
In October 1992, Eng TOR teamed up with the
CBI to hold a half day workshop entitled
Quality and Equality in Recruitment, to present
the recruitment strategy to a (paying) invited
audience. Recruitment and personnel staff from
30 organisations attended, including ICI, the
Metropolitan Police and the Department of
Employment. A great deal of interest was
shown in the new strategy - this was felt to be
highly complimentary, especially a t a time
when recruitment matters for companies were
not normally assuming a high priority.
Great interest has been shown in Awareness
courses with the Managers Technical
Awareness course having developed (due to
demand), to encompass Transmitters as well as

the Studio Operations areas on which the
course was originally based. Central to the work
in Eng TOR is the BBC's commitment to Equal
Opportunities, and quite apart from the natural
integration of this aspect in our activities, a
number of positive action schemes are organized
as described below.
Eng TOR required a sophisticated computer
system to cope with the administration of all
the above activities and, following careful
market research, concluded that a bespoke
system was the only possible option. In 1992
Eng TOR has further progressed the system
capabilities such that significant interest has
been shown by outside industries who were
experiencing similar problems. The most recent
development has been a request to tender for a
contract for a major nationalised industry.
Later in 1992, Eng TOR was restructured to
include Engineering Personnel's management
trainers and will now offer an integrated
recruitment, selection and management training
function. The Engineering Management
Development courses have been shortened and
refocused, now concentrating on skills training
involving maximum participation from those
attending. In addition a wide range of short
courses from 'Technical Report Writing' to 'Law
for Engineers' are planned for 1993/4 and
should be of particular interest to management
and staff across the Operations and Engineering
departments throughout the BBC. Bob Forster
has been appointed to lead the new section,
named Recruitment & Training, Engineering,
which has most recently been preparing to meet
the challenges of 1993 as a Business Unit, with
a competitive and flexible approach to respond
to managers needs across the Corporation.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
1992 witnessed a small, though steady,increase
in the representation of women and ethnic
minorities within Engineering Directorate's
workforce, and therefore modest progress
towards the Corporation's workforce targets.
Female representation increased from 21.7% to
23% during 1992, whilst the proportion for
ethnic minorities rose from 5.8% to 6.2%.
Perhaps the major equal opportunities initiative
taken by Engineering Directorate during the
course of the year was the establishment of a n
Equal Opportunities Group, comprising senior
management representatives from each of the

main Departments and chaired by CER&D Ph1
Laven. The aim of the Group is to be a focal
point for generating ideas and action on equal
opportunities within the Directorate, and it has
agreed a number of initial steps which it
intends Departments to follow. These include:

requiring equal opportunity issues to be
fully considered a s part of aLl management
decisions taken within the Directorate
setting target dates for managers and those
involved in recruitment and selection to
attend Fair Selection and Disability
Awareness Training workshops
adopting a positive equal opportunities
statement for use when advertising job
vacancies w i t h n the Directorate
ensuring that person specifications are
prepared and used in filling all vacancies
encouraging departments to make greater
use ofjob sharing, part-time work and other
flexible working arrangements
The Equal Opportunities Group will meet
quarterly throughout 1993 and hopes to build
on these steps with other initiatives aimed a t
enhancing the Directorate's standmg on equal
opportunities.
Continued progress was made during the year
with Fair Selection and Disability Awareness
training. Well over 300 managers have now
attended the Fair Selection workshops and
more than 100 the Disability Awareness
workshops.
The Directorate has continued to play a key role
in the area of 'positive action training'. For
example, the Operational Awareness Course for
Women continues to go from strength to
strength. Established seven years ago as a
response to t h e considerable underrepresentation of women in the technical
operations areas of broadcasting, it has proved
popular with women members of staff ever
since.
Similarly, what began as a pilot course on Self
Defence for Women has now become a regular
feature due to demand. Indeed, early 1993 will
see the launch of another pilot Self Defence
course, this time open to both men and women.

Another example of positive action was the
establishment of a work experience scheme for
people with disabilities. Under this scheme
placement opportunities were sought within
Engineering departments to be offered to
external disabled trainees. Four placements
were offered in 1992, each of three months
duration. Whilst on their placements the
trainees received an allowance and, more
importantly, the
opportunity to enhance
their knowledge,
experience a n d self
confidence in a supportive
working environment.
At the end of the work
experience placements two
of the trainees succeeded
in gaining further
employment with the BBC,
a n d another secured
employment outside. Based
on the success of this
initial scheme, a further
six placements have been
secured for disabled
trainees within
Engineering Directorate,
commencing early 1993.

with such complaints. In line with this policy,
Engineering Directorate has established a
network of trained counsellors whom staff can
consult on a confidential basis.
The existence of the network of harassment
counsellors and indeed general information on
all other equal opportunity initiatives and
developments has been highlighted in the
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Much effort has also been
made by Engineering
departments to take on
board the needs of the
disabled. For example,
Engineering Training
Department has completed
the conversion of two study
bedrooms a t Wood Norton
t o accommodate
wheelchair users.
BDMS have provided
facilities and services for
disabled users in both the
r e f u r b i s h m e n t of
Broadcasting House
extension and the design of
the new block at Kingswood Warren. A series of
initiatives have also been introduced bv
Facilities Management at W u t e Cit.y to
enhance facilities to help disabled users.
The year also saw the adoption of a Corporate
policy on 'Harassment'. The policy makes clear
the BBC's opposition to an? form of harassment
at work and outlines a procedure for deahng

Directorate's Equal Opportunities Newsletter,
whlch is distributed twice yearly to all staff
witlun the Directorate. In this way the
Directorate has sought to ensure that staff are
kept informed and have a chance to express
their views and opinions on the subject.
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